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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
Let V be a bounded smooth domain of R N. In this paper we study the
long time behavior of solutions of weakly coupled reaction diffusion
systems with dispersion of the form
N ­ u ¦
u y Div a x =u q B x q lu q f u s 0, on V , .  .  . . t j ­ x jjs1 ¥
­ u
q g u s 0, on G s ­ V , . §­ n a
1.1 .
 .i  .   .  ..where u s u ,???, u , m G 1, a x s diag a x , . . . , a x , a g1 m 1 m i
1 .  .  :C V , a x ) m ) 0, x g V, 1 F i F m, ­ ur­ n s a=u, n , n is thei 0 a
1 m .outward normal to G s ­ V, B s diag b , . . . , b is continuous on V,j j j
 .i m m  .i1 F j F N, l g R, and f s f ,???, f : R ª R , g s g ,???, g :1 m 1 m
R m ª R m. Note that the coupling appears both on the reaction term, f ,
 .and in the boundary conditions through the nonlinear radiation term g.
The starting point for the study of the long time behavior of the
 .solutions of 1.1 is having a good functional framework in which construct-
ing the solutions. In this direction one needs to have uniqueness and
regularity of solutions to define a well-behaved non-linear semigroup in a
suitable Banach space. Then, one tries to prove that the dynamical system
is dissipative and possesses a global attractor that captures the asymptotic
behavior. Therefore, one first needs to choose in which space to work. In
making such a decision there are several alternative ways to proceed. A
 .first approach is based on the fact that for the scalar case m s 1 and
 .without dispersion terms B s 0 there is a natural energy associated toj
the solutions, given by
1 l2 2< < < <V f s a =f q f q F f q G f .  .  .H H H H2 2V V V G
 .where F and G are primitives of f and g, respectively which is dissipated
2 .as time increases. Therefore, one may think of using L V as an underly-
ing space and the properties of the second order elliptic operator in this
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 .space to prove the well posedness of 1.1 . Once this is done, the use of the
1 .space H V turns out naturally in view of the energy V. The problem
then becomes that one must impose some restrictions in the growth of the
non-linear terms in order to ensure that the integrals above are finite.
These restrictions become more stringent as the dimension N increases.
The restrictions can be somewhat relaxed by working in suitable sup-spaces
s .of Sobolev spaces H V , appearing as the fractional power spaces associ-
ated to the second order elliptic operator. In some ranges for N and s, no
growth assumptions are needed on the non-linearities.
wAlternatively, one may assume that there are invariant regions, as in 27,
x38 , and then work with bounded functions u, again getting rid of growth
assumptions on f and g.
Another approach is using the properties of the elliptic operator taking
p . w xL V for p ) N as the underlying space, see 1]3 . The reason for this is
that, in this case, the fractional power spaces become embedded in space
of continuous functions and then no growth assumptions are needed in f
and g in order to have the non-linear semigroup well defined.
Once this first step is completed satisfactorily the problem becomes
proving the dissipativeness of the flow induced by the equations in such a
space. One has to obtain estimates on the solution for the norm of the
space in which the dynamical system is set, that allows one to prove the
existence of attractors, for example, by using some of the general results in
w x16 . At this point it is common that the case with the natural energy V
described above does not give any information about the dissipativeness in
the right norm.
2 .We adopt here an intermediate approach. We stick to the L V setting,
which possesses some technical advantages and ease, and then consider
1 .either the case in which one works in the ``energy space,'' H V , with the
natural growth restrictions on the non-linearities, or work in a different
s .  .space, which is essentially H V l C V , for some s, and, since the
functions are bounded, again no growth assumptions are needed.
In the first case, we use the natural energy V to prove the existence of
the attractor, while in the second we have to use some ``contracting
regions'' to obtain dissipativeness in the proper norm.
In order to have dissipativeness some remarks are needed. For this, we
interpret u as a heat distribution in the body V. Hence, we assume for the
moment that u G 0. In this situation, note that for ranges in which f is
positive we have ``absorption'' of heat, while when f is negative we have
``sources'' of heat. The same holds for g ; when g is positive we have a flow
of heat through the boundary of V that extracts heat from the body, while
in the opposite case, heat is flowing inside V.
When one of the terms is absent, some results are available. First, if
g s 0, then it is well known that if f has the wrong sign, solutions may
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w xdevelop ``explosions'' in finite time 12, 24 , while for the good sign
w xdissipativeness follows 16, 4, 8 . Also, note that solutions of the ode
 .  .u q lu q f u s 0 are constant in space solutions of 1.1 , if g s 0, andÇ
that solutions of this equation may blow-up in finite time. Similarly, when
wf s 0, if g has the wrong sign, explosions may occur in finite time 25, 40,
x w x26 , while in the opposite case boundedness of solutions follows 40, 41 .
When both f and g are non-zero we expect to have some kind of
competition between both mechanisms and only if the right sign is domi-
nant can we expect to obtain the desired dissipativeness.
Therefore, in what follows we will impose some growth andror sign
assumptions on the non-linear terms under which we will prove both the
well posedness and dissipativeness of the semigroup. We will restrict
ourselves to the case N F 3, but it will be clear from the proofs that
everything works the same for any dimensions. Only the growth conditions
we impose below are affected by the value of N.
To be more precise, we assume the following. Concerning growth
conditions, we assume that f , g : R m ª R m are C1 and C 2 functions,
respectively, satisfying:
N s 2 and for every h ) 0, there exists c ) 0 such thath
2 2h < u < h <¨ < < <f u y f ¨ F c e q e u y ¨ , 1.2 .  .  . .h
for every u, ¨ g R m, or N s 3 and
2 2< < < < < <f u y f ¨ F L 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ 1.3 .  .  . .
for all u, ¨ g R m; and
N s 2 and for every h ) 0, there exists c ) 0 such thath
2 2h < u < h <¨ < < <g u y g ¨ F c e q e u y ¨ , .  .  .h
2 2h < u < h <¨ < < <Dg u y Dg ¨ F c e q e u y ¨ , 1.4 .  .  . .h
for every u, ¨ g R m, or N s 3 and
rq1 rq1< < < < < <g u y g ¨ F L 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ , .  .  .
r r< < < < < <Dg u y Dg ¨ F L 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ , 1.5 .  .  .  .
for all u, ¨ g R m and some r F 1. Observe that, no growth assumptions
are made for N s 1. Also, observe that these assumptions are satisfied in
the scalar case, m s 1, if the following conditions hold
Xf s . 2X < <lim s 0, ; h ) 0, if N s 2, f s F L 1 q s , if N s 3 .  .2h < s << <s ª` e
1.6 .
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and
Yg s .
lim s 0, ; h ) 0, if N s 2,2h < s < 1.7< <  .s ª` e
rY < <g s F L 1 q s , r F 1, if N s 3. .  .
 .  .  .Also note that a function satisfying 1.4 or 1.5 also satisfies 1.2 or
 .1.3 , respectively. Hence, the conditions on the boundary non-linear term
are stronger than the conditions on the reaction term.
Concerning sign assumptions, we assume the following. Let f s
 .i m m  .i m mf ,???, f : R ª R , g s g ,???, g : R ª R be smooth functions1 m 1 m
0  0 0. 0satisfying the following. There exists j s j ,???, j such that j ) 01 m i
and there are constants c0 and d0 withi i
ls q f s g s .  .i i i0 0 0< <) c , and ) d , for all s ) j 1.8 .i i i is si i
uniformly in s , j / i, where c0 and d0 are such that the first eigenvaluej i i
m0 of the problem1
N ­ ¨
0yDiv a=¨ q B x q c ¨ s m¨ , on V .  . j ­ x jjs1
1.9 .
­ ¨
0q d ¨ s 0, on G s ­ V ,
­ n a
0  0 0 . 0  0 0 .for c s c , . . . , c and d s d , . . . , d , is positive.1 m 1 m
Observe that either c0 or d0 can be negative. This allows for one of thei i
non-linear terms to have the wrong sign for large values of its argument. In
such a case, the above hypothesis implies that the wrong term is compen-
sated by the other; see Section 6. Also, observe that this hypothesis, which
can be seen as a principle of linearized dissipativeness ``at infinity,'' just
allows for a sub-linear behavior of the non-linearities in the region of the
bad sign, excluding then the cases of polynomial non-linearities having the
bad sign. Finally, note that these assumptions have been previously used by
w xHenry 22 , working for N s 1 and m s 1, where he proves the system is
w xMorse-Smale. See also 30 .
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Before we proceed any further let us introduce some notation. Let
2 m.  . X s L V, R and A: D A ; X ª X be the operator A s diag A ,1
.  .  .  .??? A defined by D A s D A = ??? = D A withm 1 m
­f
2D A s f g H V : s 0 , .  .i  5­ n ai
N ­f
iA f s yDiv a x =f q b x q lf , .  . . i i j ­ x jjs1
 :where ­fr­ n s a =f, n , i s 1, . . . , m.a ii
We can define the fractional powers Aa and Aa of A and A,i i
w x a  a .respectively, see 21 , and the fractional power spaces X [ D A andi i
a  a . a  ya .XX [ D A endowed with the graph norm, a g R, where X s X ,
if a - 0. In this case we can always view A as a sectorial operator with
compact resolvent from X aq1 into X a which is positive and self adjoint if
B ' 0, for j s 1, . . . , N. In fact, from the diagonal structure of A, we havej
X a s X a = ??? = X a.1 m
 . w xThese spaces provide a natural framework for solving 1.1 , see 21 . It is
worth noting at this point that for every i s 1, . . . , m, X a is a closedi
2 a  .subspace of the Sobolev space H V , for a G 0 and in particular
1r2 1 .X s H V , i.e., the energy space.i
Let us now review some of the known results using this framework. For
 .the case of no dispersion B s 0 , linear boundary conditions, g s 0,j
 .scalar equations m s 1 , and N s 3, the existence of a global attractor,
1 .  .  .A, in the energy space H V , for problem 1.1 , under conditions 1.3
and the dissipativeness assumption
f u q lu .
lim inf ) 0
u< <u ª`
w xis a well known result 16 . Also, if g s 0, m s 1, and N s 2, the existence
 . 1 .of a global attractor for 1.1 in the energy space H V , under the same
w xdissipativeness assumption, has been established in 7 , assuming the
non-linearity satisfies
rX < u <f u F ce , for some r - 2. .
 .Therefore, condition 1.2 slightly relaxes this assumption, for N s 2, while
 .  .1.8 and 1.9 give a generalized dissipativeness condition.
Working outside the energy space, i.e., in X a for a ) 1r2 and for the
w x  .case g s 0 in 15 , the existence of a local attractor for 1.1 is proved,
 .which coincides with the embedding of the attractor for u q lu q f u s 0Ç
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into the subspace of constant functions of X a, a ) 3r4, under the
 .additional assumption that the diffusion coefficient a x is large enough.
w xSee also 18, 19, 6 for the case of linear boundary conditions, i.e.,
 .  .  .   .  ..g u s c x u, with c x s diag c x , . . . , c x .1 m
However, these techniques can only be extended to global attractors if
some a priori bound, in X a, on the size of an absorbing set could be
 w x.obtained and only if the diffusion coefficient is large see 7, 5 . These a
w xpriori bounds are obtained in 8, 4 , always for the case g s 0 and B s 0,j
also working in X a, for a ) 3r4 and N s 3 and assuming f verifies that
0  0 0. 0there exists j s j ,???, j such that j ) 0 and1 m i
ls q f s .i i 0< <) 0, for all s ) j .i isi
w xIn 4 the author uses a technique of ``contracting rectangles'' to obtain the
desired estimates in X a and the existence of attractors.
Note that in all these articles the authors work in X a for 1 ) a ) 3r4
and N s 3 and impose no growth conditions in the non-linearities. The
a m .reason for this is the embedding X ; C V, R . However, for a ) 3r4,
a w xthe space X incorporates the boundary condition ­ ur­ n s 0 13 , anda
therefore, it cannot be the right space to work in when g / 0.
However, for N s 1 and 3r4 ) a ) 1r4 or for N s 2 and 3r4 ) a )
a m a .1r2, we have X ; C V, R and X does not incorporate any boundary
condition. Therefore, we work in this range of a , for N s 1, 2 and in this
case again no growth condition is imposed on f and g. On the other hand,
a m .as soon as N G 3, X is never included in C V, R , when 3r4 ) a )
1r2. Therefore, to avoid growth conditions, in the case N G 3, we will
a m .work in Y s X l C V, R and prove the well posedness of the problem
in this space.
2. NOTATIONS AND BACKGROUND RESULTS
Concerning functional spaces, we will use the standard Sobolev spaces
1 . 1, p . 1r2 . 1y1r p, p .H V and W V and the spaces of traces H G and W G .
Also, we will denote by Hys the dual space of H s, either on V or G. Note
that this symbol is usually reserved to denote the dual space of H s.0
However, this notation should produce no confusion. The duality pairing
 :between these spaces will be denoted ? , ? . In particular, the scalarys , s
2  :product in L will be denoted by ? , ? . If there is no possible confusion,
we will not indicate if the spaces or duality products are referred to
 :  :functions on V or G. When required, we will write ? , ? and ? , ? toV G
5 5differentiate both cases. The symbol ? will always represent the norm in
2 .L V .
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s .We will denote by g the trace operator defined on H V , with values
sy1r2 . s .in H G , for s ) 1r2. Moreover, for a given function f g H V , we
 . sy1r2 .  .will identify its trace, g f g H G , with the linear form g f g
y1r2 . y1 . 1 .H G ; H V , such that for every f g H V
def def : :g f , f s f , f s g f g f , .  .  .G Hy1 , 1
G
sy1r2 . 2 . y1r2 . y1 .that is, we use the embedding H G ; L G ; H G ; H V .
1, q .Even more, from the trace theorem, the trace operator g : W V ª
1y1r q, q . w xW G is bounded 14 .
We will also consider the normal derivative operator, relative to the
  . .diffusion operator yDiv a x =u , defined as follows: if
def 1 2u g Z s z g H V , yDiv a x =z g L V 4 .  .  . .
y1r2 .then ­ ur­ n g H G and it is defined asa
­ u
, g ¨ s y yDiv a x =u ¨ q a=u=¨ .  . .H H ;­ n V Va y1r2, 1r2
s Div a¨=u 2.1 .  .H
V
1 .for every ¨ g H V .
Under these conditions, and assuming l ) 0, we introduce the canoni-
1 . y1 .cal isometric isomorphism between H V and its dual, H V , such that
1 .for every u, f g H V
 :L u , f s a=u=f q l uf . 2.2 .  .H H0 y1, 1
V V
 .Now that we can then write 2.1 as
­ u
 : :, g ¨ s L u , ¨ y yDiv a x =u q lu , ¨ . .  .  . .0 y1, 1 ;­ n a y1r2, 1r2
2.3 .
1 .Also, we consider in H V the scalar product
 :a u , ¨ s a=u=¨ q l u¨ s L u , ¨ 2.4 .  .  .H H 0 y1, 1
V V
which gives a norm equivalent to the usual one.
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2 .  . 2 . 2 .In L V we define A : D A ; L V ª L V as the operator0 0
defined by
­ u
2D A s u g H V : s 0, on G .  .0  5­ n a 2.5 .
A u s yDiv a=u q lu , u g D A , .  .0
with l ) 0.
Then, we have the following well known result.
PROPOSITION 2.1. The operator A defined abo¨e is positi¨ e, self adjoint,0
2 .and has compact resol¨ ent in L V . In particular, it is a sectorial operator in
2 . a 2 a  .L V and its fractional power spaces ¨erify X ; H V , for a G 0 and in
particular
X 1 s D A , X 1r2 s H 1 V , X 0 s L2 V , Xy1r2 s Hy1 V , .  .  .  .0
def Xy1 1 .   ..where we ha¨e set H V s H V .
2 .The restriction of L to L V , i.e., the restriction of L to the domain0 0
 1 . 2 .4D s u g H V , such that L u g L V , coincides with A and D s0 0
 . y1 . 1 .D A . Moreo¨er, L is a sectorial operator in H V with domain H V .0 0
Note that all the above remains true, except for A to be positive,0
1r2 1 .if l g R. Also, when l ) 0, the norm in X s H V is given by
< < 2 < < 2 1 .H a =u q lH u , which is precisely the norm in H V given by theV V
 .bilinear form 2.4 .
w xBy standard perturbation results 21, Theorem 1.4.8 , we have
2 .  .  .PROPOSITION 2.2. The operator, A, in L V gi¨ en by D A s D A0
and
N ­ u
Au s A u q b x .0 j ­ x jjs1
is a sectorial operator with compact resol¨ ent and the same fractional power
spaces as those of A . In particular A can be extended in a unique way to an0
1 . y1 .operator L from H V to its dual H V , gi¨ en by the bilinear form
N ­ u
 :L u , f s a=u=f q b x f q l uf 2.6 .  .  .H H Hy1 , 1 j ­ xV V Vjjs1
1 . y1 .for e¨ery u, f g H V . Moreo¨er, L is a sectorial operator in H V with
1 .domain H V .
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2 m.  .Let us now define X s L V, R and let A: D A ; X ª X be the
 .  .  .  .operator A s diag A ,???, A defined by D A s D A = ??? = D A1 m 1 m
with
­f
2D A s f g H V : s 0 , .  .i  5­ n ai
N ­f
iA f s yDiv a x =f q b x q lf , .  . . i i j ­ x jjs1
 :where ­fr­ n s a =f, n , i s 1, . . . , m.a ii
Then A is a sectorial operator in X and from the diagonal structure of
A, we have X a s X a = ??? = X a. In particular, yA generates an analytic1 m
semigroup on X a such that it satisfies the estimates
5 yA t 5 a yd t 5 5 ae u F Me u , t G 0,X X0 0
2.7 .
5 yA t 5 a yd t ya 5 5e u F Me t u , t ) 0,X X0 0
for some d g R, M G 1.
In particular, if B ' 0, j s 1, . . . , N, in order to have d ) 0, l can bej
taken as any positive number. On the other hand, if dispersion is present,
l has to be taken large enough for the semigroup to decay exponentially.
From the previous results, we can extend A to the operator L s
 . 1r2 1 m. y1r2diag L ,???, L , between X s H V, R and its dual, X , which is1 m
also sectorial. The analytic semigroup generated by yL in Xy1r2, eyL t, is
yA t  .the unique extension of e to this space and is such that 2.7 also holds.
w xAs shown in 35, 36 , for solving problems with non-homogeneous
boundary conditions, it is natural to consider a special class of elements
y1 .h g H V defined as
 :  :  :h , f s f , f q g , g f .y1 , 1 V G
1 . 2 . y1r2 .for every f g H V , where f g L V and g g H G . So, for short,
def
h s f q g .V G
Throughout the paper and especially in the proofs, we will denote by ci
generic positive constants, whose values are irrelevant for the results.
3. LOCAL WELL POSEDNESS
 .In this section we consider the local well posedness of problems 1.1 . To
that end, we will make some hypotheses on the non-linearities f and g
that will allow us to make use of general abstract results for parabolic
evolution equations, described below.
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Assume A is a sectorial operator in a Hilbert space X. We can define
the fractional powers Aa of A, and the fractional power spaces X a [
 a . ya  a .XD A , endowed with the graph norm, a g R, where X s X , for
a ) 0. Even more, A is sectorial in X a with domain X aq1, for any a , see
w x2, 3, 21, 34 .
THEOREM 3.1. With the abo¨e notations, assume h: X a ª X b is locally
Lipschitz and bounded on bounded sets, where 0 F a y b - 1. Then, the
abstract parabolic problem
u q Au q h u s 0 .t 3.1 .au 0 s u g X . 0
has a unique locally defined solution, gi¨ en by the Variation of Constants
Formula
tyA t yA tys.u t s e u y e h u s ds, .  . .H0
0
where eyA t denotes the analytic semigroup generated by yA. Moreo¨er, u
¨erifies
w a bq1 gu g C 0, T , X l C 0, T , X , u g C 0, T , X .  .. . t
for e¨ery g - b q 1 and the equation is ¨erified in X b. E¨en more, either the
solution is defined for all t G 0 or it blows up, in X a norm, in finite time.
We will apply this result to the operator L introduced in the previous
section and for this, we consider non-linear mappings of the form
h u [ f u q g u , .  .  .V G
a 2 m. a y1r2 m.where, at least, f : X ª L V, R and g : X ª H G, R , forV G
r m.some a G 0. Note that h acts on test functions f g H V, R , for
  . :   . :   .  .:r ) 1r2, as h u , f s f u , f q g u , g f .V GV G
Depending on the extra regularity properties of g , to be made preciseG
below, we will get
h: X a ª X b
for suitably chosen a ) 0 and b F 0. But first, we will show some natural
a priori requirements on the exponents a and b. Recall that for the
abstract result we need 0 F a y b - 1.
On the one hand, since we want to give account of non-homogeneous
terms on the boundary, i.e., we consider the case g / 0, that implies
b - 0. Otherwise, we can always take b s 0. Since, from the results in
w x y1 m.35 , we are interested in reading the equation in H V, R , then we
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need 0 ) b G y1r2. Also, as shown below, for obtaining energy estimates
on the solution we are interested in having enough regularity to have
1 m.u, u g H V, R , for t ) 0, and for this one needs, according to thet
smoothing effect in Theorem 3.1, b q 1 ) 1r2 and then b ) y1r2.
 .On the other hand, if we want the non-linear term g u to depend on
the values of u on G, then we must have a ) 1r4 in order to have the
trace of u well defined; otherwise we can take a G 0. In case we want to
1 m.have initial data at least in H V, R , we must require a G 1r2.
Finally, note that in the case of non-zero terms on the boundary, there is
another natural upper bound for a and b. In fact, a - 3r4, since for
a G 3r4 the space X a incorporates the boundary condition ­ ur­ n s 0.a
Also, from the smoothing result in Theorem 3.1, we must also have
b q 1 - 3r4, i.e., b - y1r4.
Summarizing, if g / 0, then
3r4 ) a ) 1r4, y1r4 ) b ) y1r2, and 0 F a y b - 1
while if g s 0, we have the standard case b s 0, 0 F a - 1.
Then we have
THEOREM 3.2. Assume f , g , a , and b are as abo¨e andV G
h: X a ª X b
is locally Lipschitz and bounded on bounded sets. Then, for e¨ery u g X a,0
there exists a unique, locally defined solution of
u q L u q h u s 0, u 0 s u 3.2 .  .  .  .t 0
gi¨ en by
tyL t yL tys.u t s e u y e h u s ds .  . .H0
0
which ¨erifies
w a bq1 gu g C 0, T , X l C 0, T , X , u g C 0, T , X .  .. . t
for e¨ery g - b q 1 and
N ­ u
u f q a=u=f q B x f q l uf .H H H Ht j ­ xV V V Vjjs1
 :q f u f q g u , g f s 0 3.3 .  .  .  .H G
V
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1 m.for e¨ery f g H V, R . In particular, we ha¨e
N ­ u
u y Div a x =u q B x q lu q f u s 0, on V .  .  . . t j ­ x jjs1
3.4 .
­ u
q g u s 0, on G .
­ n a
and either the solution is defined for all t ) 0 or it blows up, in X a norm, in
finite time.
In particular, assume
f : X a ª L2 V , R m .V
g : X a ª L2 G , R m or e¨en Hyr G , R m with 0 F r - 1r2 .  .G
are locally Lipschitz non-linear functions, for a q rr2 - 3r4. Then there
exists b such that y1r4 ) b ) y1r2 ¨erifying all the abo¨e.
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, we have the existence and regularity parts of
the statement. Since b ) y1r2, the equation
u q L u q h u s 0 .  .t
b y1 m.holds as an equality in X and also in H V, R . But from the
 .smoothing effect in Theorem 3.1 and since b q 1 ) 1r2, for t ) 0, u t g
1 m.  . 2 m.H V, R and u t g L V, R and then from the previous equationt
 . 1 m.we get 3.3 , by taking a test function f g H V, R . Furthermore, we
read the equation as a diagonal elliptic system
L u s y u q f u y g u .  .  . .t GV
 .and, from elliptic regularity theory, we get 3.4 .
2 m.Note that if g takes values in L G, R then h s f q g is wellG V G
s m. sr2defined acting on test functions in H V, R > X for every s ) 1r2,
therefore h g Xys r2 and we can take y1r2 - b s ysr2 - y1r4. Fi-
yr  m.nally, if g takes values in H G, R , with 0 - r - 1r2, then h is wellG
rq1r2 m. rr2q1r4defined acting on test functions in H V, R > X and there-
fore h g Xyr r2y1r4 and we can take y1r2 - b s yrr2 y 1r4 - y1r4.
In order to apply Theorem 3.1, we need a y b s a q rr2 q 1r4 - 1,
which leads to the condition a q rr2 - 3r4.
Observe that if the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are verified, then this
 . aresult allows one to define a non-linear semigroup S t in X , such that
 .  .  .S t u s u t , the unique solution of 1.1 .0
The next two subsections are devoted to showing that these assumptions
are verified for a class of non-linearities in some X a space.
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1 m.3.1. The Case H V, R , N F 3, and Growth Conditions
Assume now that f , g : R m ª R m are C1 and C 2 functions, respectively,
 .  .  .  .satisfying 1.2 or 1.3 and 1.4 or 1.5 , respectively. We denote by f andV
g the composition Nemitsky operators defined by f and g, for functionsV
defined on V, while we denote by g the Nemitsky operator defined by gG
 .for functions defined on G. Observe that if the traces of u and g u areV
defined then
g g u s g g u . .  . . .V G
 .  .We will show below that, under the growth assumptions 1.2 ] 1.5 , the
maps f and g are such that h s f q g verifies the assumptions ofV G V G
1 m.Theorem 3.2 above in H V, R .
For the case N s 2, we will make use of the following result due to
w xN. S. Trudinger 39, 29 .
LEMMA 3.1. There exist two positi¨ e constants s and K such that if
5 5 1u F 1 thenH V .
2 .s u ? 25 5e F K . 3.5 .L V .
Furthermore, the constant s is bounded abo¨e by 2p .
With this result we obtain the following.
 .  .LEMMA 3.2. Assume f ¨erifies 1.2 , 1.3 , then the mapping
f : H 1 V , R m ª L p V , R m .  .V
1 m.is Lipschitz continuous and bounded on bounded subsets of H V, R , for
p s `, if N s 1, for any 1 F p - `, if N s 2 and for p s 2 if N s 3.
1 m.Proof. The case N s 1 is obvious, since for f, c in H V, R such
5 5 1 mthat f F r, we getH V , R .
15 5 5 5` mf f y f c F c r f y c F c r f y c , .  .  .  . . ` H V .L V , R 1 2
where we used that the derivative of f is bounded on bounded sets and the
1 m. ` m.embedding H V, R ; L V, R .
We now prove the case N s 2. Let r ) 0 and f, c be functions in
1 m. 5 5 1 m 5 5 1 mH V, R such that f F r and c F r. Choose h ) 0H V , R . H V , R .
 2 .such that for p G 1, h - sr 2 pr , with s as in Lemma 3.1. Then, from
 . <  .  . < p p h < u < 2 h <¨ < 2 . p1.2 , there exists c ) 0 such that f u y f ¨ F c e q eh h
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< < p mu y ¨ , for every u, ¨ g R and then
p
p mf f y f c .  .  .L V , R
p2 2 p .  .p h f x h c xF c e q e f x y c x dx .  .Hh
V
1r2 1r22 p2 2 2 p .  .p h f x h c xF c e q e dx f x y c x dx .  .H Hh  / /
V V
1r22 p2 2 p .  .h f x h c x 1 m5 5F c e q e dx f y c ,H H V , R .1  /
V
1 m. 2 p m.where we have used the embedding H V, R ; L V, R . But, from
< < < < 5 2 ph < u?. <
2
5 2Lemma 3.1 and the choice of h, f and c verify e F K,L V .
and this concludes the case N s 2, since the integral term above is
bounded by a constant depending only on K.
The case N s 3 is much simpler and well known but the proof is given
 . <  .  . < 2 2 < < 2for completeness. From 1.3 , we have f u y f ¨ F L 1 q u q
< < 2 .2 < < 2 m 5 5 1 m¨ u y ¨ for all u, ¨ g R and then if r ) 0, f F r,H V , R .
5 5 1 mc F r, we haveH V , R .
22 2 2 22 < < < < < <2 mf f y f c F L 1 q f q c f y c .  .  . . HL V , R
V
2r3 1r3
32 2 62 < < < < < <F L 1 q f q c f y c .H H /  /
V V
5 5 1 m2F c r f y c , . H V , R .2
1 m.where we have used Holder's inequality and the embedding H V, R ;È
6 m .L V, R .
 .  .Assume now g verifies 1.4 , 1.5 . As noted above, then g also verifies
 .  .1.2 and 1.3 , respectively, and then g verifies Lemma 3.2. However, theV
 .function g has better properties. As observed above, if the trace of g uV V
  ..   ..is defined, we have g g u s g g u . Now, we haveV G
 .  .LEMMA 3.3. If g ¨erifies 1.4 , 1.5 , the map
g : H 1 V , R m ª W 1, q V , R m .  .V
1 m.is Lipschitz continuous and bounded on bounded subsets of H V, R for
any 1 F q F 2, if N s 1, for any 1 F q - 2, if N s 2 and for any 1 F q F
 .6r 4 q r , if N s 3.
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Proof. The case N s 1 follows as the case N s 2 below, with q s 2
1 m. 1, q m.and p s `. If N s 2, we first show that g : H V, R ª W V, RV
 .is a bounded map, for any 1 F q - 2. Since 1.4 implies that Dg also
5 5 1 m 5  .5 q mverifies Lemma 3.2, then if u F r, we get g u FH V , R . L V , R .
 . 5  .5 q m2  . 5  .  .5 q m2c r, q , Dg u F c r, q , and Dg u y Dg ¨ FL V , R . L V , R .1 2
 .5 5 1 mc r, q u y ¨ for any 1 F q - `.H V , R .3
Observe that now if 1 F q - 2 and p is chosen such that 1rq s 1rp q
1r2,
2 2 m5 5q m p mDg u =u F Dg u =u .  . .  . L V , R .L V , R L V , R
F rc r , p s c r , q . .  .2 4
1 m. 1, q m.Therefore, g is a bounded map from H V, R into W V, R ,V
1 F q - 2.
On the other hand, if again we choose p such that 1rq s 1rp q 1r2,
we have
q mDg u =u y Dg ¨ =¨ .  .  .L V , R
q m q mF Dg u =u y =¨ q Dg u y Dg ¨ =¨ .  .  .  . . .  .L V , R L V , R
2 2 m5 5p mF Dg u =u y =¨ .  . L V , R .L V , R
2 2 m5 5p mq Dg u y Dg ¨ =¨ .  .  . L V , R .L V , R
5 5 2 m 5 5 1 mF c r , p =u y =¨ q rc r , p u y ¨ .  .L V , R . H V , R .2 3
5 5 1 mF c r , p u y ¨ . . H V , R .5
That concludes the case N s 2.
The case N s 3 is proved in the following way. From the previous
1 m. q m.lemma, g is a bounded map from H V, R into L V, R , for anyV
5 5 1 m 5  . 5 q m1 F q F 2. Now we prove that if u F r, then Dg u =uH V , R . L V , R .
 .is bounded by a constant depending only on r, for some q g 1, 2 . For
this, note that
q q q< <q mDg u =u s Dg u =u .  . . HL V , R
V
< < qF M =uH
V
 . qr22yq r2
 .2 qr 2yqrq1 2< < < <q L 1 q u ­ u .H H /  /
V V
1 m. 6 m.  .  ..and since H V, R ; L V, R , we have to take p q 1 2 qr 2 y q
 .F 6, i.e., q F 6r 4 q r for the right hand side to be bounded.
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 .For the lipchitzness, we have from 1.5
 .6r 1qr
26r 1qr . mDg u y Dg ¨ .  .  .L V , R
  ..r 6r 1qr 6r1qr .6r1qr . < < < < < <F L 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ .H
V
 .  .rr 1qr 1r 1qr
6 66r1qr . < < < < < <F L 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ .H H /  /
V V
5 5 1 m6r1qr .F c r u y ¨ , 3.6 .  .H V , R .6
where we have used Holder's inequality and, for the last inequality, theÈ
1 m. 6 m.embedding H V, R ; L V, R . With this
6r 4qr . mDg u =u y Dg ¨ =¨ .  .  .L V , R
6r 4qr . mF Dg u =u y =¨ .  .  .L V , R
6r 4qr . mq Dg u y Dg ¨ =¨ .  . .  .L V , R
2 2 m5 56r 1qr . mF Dg u =u y =¨ .  . L V , R .L V , R
2 2 m5 56r 1qr . mq Dg u y Dg ¨ =¨ .  .  . L V , R .L V , R
5 5 2 m 5 5 1 mF c r =u y =¨ q c r u y ¨ , .  .L V , R . H V , R .7 8
 .  .where we have used 1 q r r6 q 1r2 s 4 q r r6 the last inequality
 .follows from estimate 3.6 .
Then, we have
 .  .LEMMA 3.4. If g ¨erifies 1.4 , 1.5 , then
 . 1 m. 1r2 m.i If n s 1, g : H V, R ª H G, R is Lipschitz continuousG
on bounded sets.
 . 1 m. r m.ii If N s 2, g : H V, R ª H G, R is Lipschitz continuousG
on bounded sets for r - 1r2.
 . 1 m. yr  m.iii If N s 3 and r - 1, g : H V, R ª H G, R is LipschitzG
continuous on bounded sets, for 1r2 ) r ) rr2.
1 m. 1, q m.Proof. Since, from the lemma above, g : H V, R ª W V, RV
is Lipschitz on bounded sets, for some q, and using the trace theorem, it
1, q m. 1y1r q, q m. yr  m.suffices to show that g : W V, R ª W G, R ; H G, R
is bounded, for some r and such q.
 .i The proof is obvious, since we can take q s 2.
 .  . 1y1r q, q m. r m.ii If N s 2 then q g 1, 2 , and W G, R ; H G, R if
3r2 y 2rq ) r. Hence taking the largest possible value of q, we get
r - 1r2.
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 .  . 1y1r q, q m.iii If N s 3, then q F q s 6r 4 q r and W G, R ;0
yr  m.H G, R if 2 y 3rq ) yr. Taking again the largest possible value of q,
we get r ) rr2 and we can take r - 1r2 iff p - 1.
Therefore, we get
 .  .THEOREM 3.3. Assuming the growth conditions 1.2 ] 1.5 and r - 1 if
 . 1 m.N s 3, 1.1 defines a local semigroup in H V, R .
Proof. According to Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, h s f q g is locally Lip-V G
1r2 yr m.schitz and bounded on bounded sets of X into H G, R , with
r - 1r2. Therefore, Theorem 3.2 applies with a s 1r2.
s m.3.2. The Case H V, R , s - 1, N F 3, and Non-critical Growth Conditions
In this section we will give a local existence result for initial values in
s m.H V, R , for some s - 1, N F 3, assuming the non-linearities grow a
 .  .little slower than in 1.2 ] 1.5 . Again no assumptions are made for N s 1.
This local existence result, apart from its intrinsic interest, will be of great
 .help when proving the existence of attractors for 1.1 in Section 4.
More precisely, let f , g : R m ª R m be C1 and C 2 functions, respec-
 .tively, such that 1.8 holds. Assume also that f and g satisfy, instead of
 .  .1.2 ] 1.5 ,
g g< < < < < <f u y f ¨ F L 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ 3.7 .  .  .  .
for all u, ¨ g R m and g arbitrary, if N s 2 and g - 2 if N s 3, and
rq1 rq1< < < < < <g u y g ¨ F L 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ , .  .  .
r r< < < < < <Dg u y Dg ¨ F L 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ , 3.8 .  .  .  .
for all u, ¨ g R m and some r - 1, for N s 2, 3.
The following results are refinements of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.
 .LEMMA 3.5. If f ¨erifies 3.7 , the map
f : H s V , R m ª L p V , R m .  .V
is Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets for p s ` if N s 1 and 1 ) s )
 .1r2, for any 1 F p - ` if 1 ) s G 1 y 2rp g q 1 and N s 2, and for any
 .  .  ..1 F p - 6r g q 1 if g - 5, 1 ) s G 3r2 1 y 2rp g q 1 , and N s 3.
s m.Proof. The case N s 1 is as in Lemma 3.2, since H V, R ;
` m.L V, R for 1 ) s ) 1r2.
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s m. 5 5 s mLet R ) 0 and u, ¨ g H V, R , s - 1, be such that u F RH V , R .
5 5 s mand ¨ F R. ThenH V , R .
p
p mf u y f ¨ .  .  .L V , R
pg pg pF L 1 q u x q ¨ x u x y ¨ x dx .  .  .  . .H
V
5 5 pg q mpg 5 5 pg q mpg 5 5 p qX mpF c 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ , .L V , R . L V , R . L V , R .1
where 1rq q 1rqX s 1. Therefore, if q can be chosen such that pqX and
pg q are such that we can apply Sobolev inequalities, we get
p
p mf u y f ¨ .  .  .L V , R
5 5 s mpg 5 5 s mpg 5 5 s mpF c 1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ .H V , R . H V , R . H V , R .2
5 5 s mpF c R u y ¨ . H V , R .3
and the result is proved.
s m. p m.For N s 2, from Sobolev inclusions, H V, R ; L V, R with
continuous inclusion for any p such that s y 1 G y2rp, i.e., if 1rp G
 .1 y s r2. Therefore, the number q can be chosen as above iff s G 1 y
 .2rp 1 q g which is compatible with s - 1 for any p and g .
2 m. p m.Finally, for N s 3, from Sobolev inclusions, H V, R ; L V, R
with continuous inclusion for any p such that s y 3r2 G y3rp,
 .i.e., if 1rp G 3 y 2 s r6 and the condition on q reduces to s G 3r2 y
 .  .3rp g q 1 , which is compatible with s - 1 iff 1 F p - 6r g q 1 and
g - 5.
Remark 3.1. Note that for the proof above, it suffices g - 5 if N s 3,
 .which is a weaker restriction on f than 3.7 . Then, we can take p s 2 if
 .  ..  .1 ) s G 3r2 gr g q 1 and g - 2 as in 3.7 .
 .LEMMA 3.6. If g ¨erifies 3.8 , the map
g : H s V , R m ª W 1, q V , R m .  .V
s m.is Lipschitz continuous and bounded on bounded subsets of H V, R for
 . w .1 F q F 2r 3 y 2 s if N s 1 and 1 ) s ) 1r2, for 1 F q F 2r 1 y s
 . x  .  .r q 2 q 1 if N s 2 and 1 ) s G r q 1 r r q 2 , and for 1 F q F
w . . x  .  .6r 3 y 2 s r q 2 q 2 if 1 ) s G 2 q 3r r2 r q 2 and N s 3.
s m.Proof. Note that from the previous lemma, g : H V, R ªV
q m.L V, R is Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets for q s ` if N s 1
 .and 1 ) s ) 1r2, for any 1 F q - ` if 1 ) s G 1 y 2rq r q 2 and N s
 .  .  ..2, and for any 1 F q - 6r r q 2 if 1 ) s G 3r2 1 y 2rq r q 2 and
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5 5 s mN s 3. Now, if u F R we haveH V , R .
q m q mDg u =u y Dg ¨ =¨ F Dg u =u y =¨ .  .  .  . .  .L V , R L V , R
q mq Dg u y Dg ¨ =¨ .  . .  .L V , R
1rq
q1qr . q< < < <F c 1 q u =u y =¨ .H5  /
V
1rq
q r q q< < < < < <q c 1 q u u y ¨ =¨ . .H5  /
V
We deal with each of the integrals in the right hand side of the above
expression separately. For the first term, we get
< < q1qr . < < q 5 5 q1qr . pX mq1qr . 5 5 p q mq1 q u =u y =¨ F c 1 q u =u y =¨ , .  .H L V , R . L V , R .6
V
with 1rp q 1rpX s 1, while for the second term we apply Holder's inequal-È
ity with three terms to get
< < q r < < q r < < q < < q1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ =¨ .H
V
qr r
q r t m q r t m5 5 5 5F c 1 q u q ¨ .L V , R . L V , R .7
5 5 p q mq 5 5 q r mq= =¨ u y ¨L V , R . L V , R .
with 1rp q 1rr q 1rt s 1.
Therefore, if p in the first case and p, r, t in the second case can be
 . Xchosen such that for the exponents pq, q 1 q r p and q r t, pq, and qr,
respectively, we can use the Sobolev inequalities then we get
< < q1qr . < < q 5 5 s mq1qr . 5 5 s mq1 q u =u y =¨ F c 1 q u u y ¨ , .  .H H V , R . H V , R .8
V
and
< < q r < < q r < < q < < q1 q u q ¨ u y ¨ =¨ .H
V
qr r q q
s m s m s m s m5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F c 1 q u q ¨ ¨ u y ¨ .H V , R . H V , R . H V , R . H V , R .9
and we get the result.
s m. p m.As in Lemma 3.5, H V, R ; L V, R , for p s ` if 1 ) s ) 1r2
 .and N s 1, for any p such that 1rp G 1 y s r2 if N s 2, and for any p
 . s m. 1, p m.such that 1rp G 3 y 2 s r6 if N s 3. Also, H V, R ; W V, R
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 .for any p such that 1rp G 3 y 2 s r2 if N s 1, for any p such that
 .  .1rp G 2 y s r2 if N s 2, and for any p such that 1rp G 5 y 2 s r6 if
N s 3.
For N s 1 we can take in the estimates above p s 1 and t s r s ` and
 .p s 1, respectively, assumed that q F 2r 3 y 2 s , which is compatible
with q G 1 since 1 ) s ) 1r2.
For N s 2 it is easy to check that p and p, r, t can be chosen verifying
 . . .all the above iff q F 2r 1 y s r q 2 q 1 which is compatible with
 .  .  .q G 1 iff 1 ) s G 1 y 1r r q 2 s r q 1 r r q 2 .
Analogously, for N s 3, p and p, r, t can be chosen verifying all the
 . . .above iff q F 6r 3 y 2 s r q 2 q 2 which is compatible with q G 1 iff
 .  .s G 2 q 3r r2 r q 2 which in turn is compatible with s - 1 since
r - 2.
Then, we have, analogously to Lemma 3.4.
 .LEMMA 3.7. If g ¨erifies 3.8 , then
g : H s V , R m ª Hyr G , R m .  .G
is Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets, if
 .  .i N s 1, 1 ) s ) 1r2, and 1r2 ) r ) 1 y s r2.
 .  .  .  .ii N s 2, 1 ) s ) r q 1 r r q 2 , and 1r2 ) r ) 1 y s r q
.2 y 1r2.
 .  . .  ..iii N s 3, 1 ) s ) 3r2 r q 1 r r q 2 , and 1r2 ) r )
 . . .3 y 2 s r q 2 y 2 r2.
s m. 1, q m.Proof. Since, from the lemma above, g : H V, R ª W V, RV
is Lipschitz on bounded sets, for some q, and using the trace theorem, it
1, q m. 1y1r q, q m. yr  m.suffices to show that g : W V, R ª W G, R ; H G, R
1y1r q, q m. yr  m.is bounded, for some r and such q. Also, W G, R ; H G, R
if 1 y 1rq ) yr and N s 1, 3r2 y 2rq ) yr and N s 2 and if 2 y
3rq ) yr if N s 3.
 .i According to the previous lemma, if N s 1 the ranges for s and
 .q are 1 F q F q s 2r 3 y 2 s and 1 ) s ) 1r2. Therefore, taking the0
 .largest value of q in the embedding above, we get 1 y s r2 - r - 1r2.
 .  . . .ii For N s 2 the ranges are 1 F q F q s 2r 1 y s r q 2 q 10
 .  .  . .and 1 ) s G r q 1 r r q 2 . Proceeding as before we get 1 y s r q 2
 .  .y 1r2 - r, which is less than 1r2 iff 1 ) s ) r q 1 r r q 2 .
 .  . .iii For N s 3 the ranges are 1 F q F q s 6r 3 y 2 s r q 2 q0
.  .  .  . .2 and 1 ) s G 2 q 3r r2 r q 2 . In this case we get 3 y 2 s r q 2 y
.  .  .2 r2 - r, which is less than 1r2 iff 1 ) s ) 3 r q 1 r2 r q 2 .
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From all this, we get
 .  .THEOREM 3.4. Assuming the growth conditions 3.7 ] 3.8 , Theorem 3.2
applies with a s sr2 pro¨ided
 .i N s 1 and 1 ) s ) 1r2.
 .   .  .  .4ii N s 2 and 1 ) s ) max gr g q 1 , r q 1 r r q 2 .
 .  .   .  .  .4iii N s 3 and 1 ) s ) 3r2 max gr g q 1 , r q 1 r r q 2 .
 . s m.Therefore, 1.1 defines a local semigroup in H V, R for s in the ranges
abo¨e.
Proof. Note that the restrictions on s determined by g imply, according
s m. 2 m.to Lemma 3.5, that f maps H V, R into L V, R .
sr2 s m.Since X ; H V, R , from the results above and the proof of
Theorem 3.2, we get that the non-linear term maps X sr2 into X b for
b s yrr2 y 1r4. Therefore, to apply the general results in Theorem 3.2,
we need sr2 y b - 1, i.e., s q r - 3r2.
From the estimates on r given in Lemma 3.7 this condition can be met if
respectively
 .i N s 1 and any 1 ) s ) 1r2.
 .  .ii N s 2 and s ) rr r q 1 which holds true, since from Lemma
 .  .  .3.7, 1 ) s ) r q 1 r r q 2 ) rr r q 1 .
 .  .  .iii N s 3 and s ) 3r q 1 r2 r q 1 which holds true, since from
 . .  ..  .  .Lemma 3.7, 1 ) s ) 3r2 r q 1 r r q 2 ) 3r q 1 r2 r q 1 .
3.3. The Fractional Power Spaces Case and No Growth Conditions
Note that the basic result Theorem 3.2 imposes some conditions on the
non-linearities, namely that h s f q g maps X a into X b, and this, inV G
turn, imposes some growth conditions on the mappings f , g : R m ª R m.
Therefore, in order to obtain an existence result without any growth
condition on the non-linearities we will work in
a mY s X l C V , R .
for 3r4 ) a ) 1r4, endowed with the norm
5 5 5 5 a 5 5u s u q u .Y X `
Observe that Theorem 3.2 is, in principle, not directly applicable in this
context. However, note that then, if N s 1 and a ) 1r4 or if N s 2 and
a m .3r4 ) a ) 1r2 then, from the Sobolev inclusions, X ; C V, R and
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then Y s X a and Theorem 3.2 can be applied. In fact, we have
LEMMA 3.8. Assume that f : R m ª R m and g : R m ª R m are C1 and C 2
functions, respecti¨ ely.
If N s 1 and 3r4 ) a ) 1r4 or if N s 2 and 3r4 ) a ) 1r2, then
a m a 1 mf : X ª C V , R , g : X ª H V , R , .  .V V
and
g : X a ª H 1r2 G , R m .G
are Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets of X a.
a 5 5 a 5 5 aProof. Let u, ¨ g X such that u F R and ¨ F R. Hence, weX X
have
a5 5 5 5f u y f ¨ F c R u y ¨ F c R u y ¨ .  .  .  .` X` 1 2
and the same for g. Moreover,
5 5 5 5 5 5Dg u =u y Dg ¨ =¨ F c R u y ¨ =u q c R =u y =¨ .  .  .  .`3 4
5 5 aF c R u y ¨ . X5
a 1 m. aand then g : X ª H V, R is Lipschitz on bounded sets of X . UsingV
the trace operator, we get the result.
Remark 3.2. Note that if g is only of class C1, then the same proof
above for f , but only with points in the boundary, gives the Lipschitzness
a ` m.of g : X ª L G, R and Theorem 3.2 can still be applied. In this caseG
solutions will be less regular.
As a consequence of the above and Theorem 3.2, we get
 .THEOREM 3.5. With the abo¨e assumptions, 1.1 defines a local semi-
group in X a, if N s 1 and 3r4 ) a ) 1r4 or if N s 2 and 3r4 ) a ) 1r2.
Now we come back to the cases not covered by the previous result, i.e.,
N s 2 and 1r2 G a ) 1r4 or N G 3 and 3r4 ) a ) 1r4. Assuming f :
R m ª R m and g : R m ª R m are C1 and C 2 functions, respectively, and in
 .view of Theorem 3.2, we will look for solutions of 1.1 which are functions
w x .u g C 0, T , Y , that are solutions of the fixed point problem
tyL t yL tys.u t s e u y e h u s ds, .  . .H0
0
with h s f q g . First note that this equation is equivalent toV G
t tyA t yA tys. yL tys.u t s e u y e f u s ds y e g u s ds .  .  . .  .H H0 V G
0 0
  .. 2 m.as soon as u , f u s g L V, R .0
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To prove the existence result we will make use of the following result
w xthat has been proven in 36
  ..PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a Banach space and A, D A a sectorial
operator in X and consider problem
u q Au s g t .t 3.9 . u 0 s u . 0
p b . bwith g g L 0, T , X , u g X , and 1 F p F `, T - `.0
Then, the solution ¨erifies
 .  g . X ga u g C 0, T , X for all g - b q 1rp . Moreo¨er, if u g X , then0
w x g .u g C 0, T , X .
 .b The mapping
g p b w x gX = L 0, T , X 2 u , g ¬ u g C 0, T , X .  .  .0
  ..is Lipschitz. Moreo¨er, if Re s A ) d ) 0 then that holds also for T s `.
w . g .In that case u g C 0, ` , X .b
With this, we can state
 .THEOREM 3.6. With the abo¨e assumptions 1.1 defines a local semigroup
in Y. Moreo¨er, solutions are defined for all t G 0 or they blow-up, in the Y
norm, in finite time.
w x .Proof. Define, for u g Y and u g C 0, T , Y0
t tyA t yA tys. yL tys.Fu t s e u y e f u s ds y e g u s ds. .  .  . .  .H H0 V G
0 0
m . w x  ..  . w xFirst, note that f u g C 0, T , C V, R and g u g C 0, T ,V G
 m..  . w x b .C G, R and then, in particular, h u g C 0, T , X , for any b g
w .y1r2, y1r4 . Therefore, from Proposition 3.1, we get
w x a gF u g C 0, T , X l C 0, T , X , for every g - 3r4. .  . .
a m yAt .Now, observe that since u g X l C V, R , from the fact that e0
a mw x  . w xdefines an analytic semigroup in X 21 and in C V, R 28 , we get
yA t w x .e u g C 0, T , Y and it is a classical solution of the linear homoge-0
 .neous problem both in the equation and in the boundary conditions .
 . t yA tys.   ..  .Now, we define F u t s yH e f u s ds and F u t s1 0 V 2
t yL tys. m  ..  . w x  ..yH e g u s ds. Then, since f u g C 0, T , C V, R , the re-0 G V
w x  .sults in 28 , combined with Proposition 3.1, give us F u g1
2 s mw x  ..C 0, T , C V, R for every s - 1.
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w x w xFinally, from a classical result by Pogorzelski 31 , see also 1 , since
m u , u r2 m . w x  ..  .  w x .g u g C 0, T , C G, R , we have F u g C V = 0, T , R , forG 2
 .every u g 0, 1 and moreover
F u F C u sup g u t , y . .  .  .  .u , ur22 G
t , y
m . w x  ..In particular, F u g C 0, T , C V, R .2
 .Putting this information together we get, in particular, F u g
w x .C 0, T , Y . Therefore, it is legitimate to look for fixed points of F in
w x .C 0, T , Y . For this, we will prove that for a given u g Y, F is a0
w x .contraction in a suitable closed subset of C 0, T , Y , for small enough T.
Once this is done, classical continuation arguments conclude the proof.
 w x .More precisely, for a given u g Y, we denote V s u g C 0, T , Y ,0
5  . 5 w x4u t y u F r, ; t g 0, T , where r and T are to be chosen below.Y0
First we prove that F maps V into itself. For this, note that for a given
r, T can be chosen small enough such that
5 yA t 5e u y u F rr30 0
a m yAtw x  .for all t g 0, T , for the norms of both X and C V, R , since e is a
w xcontinuous semigroup in both spaces. Also, from 21 , and taking any
w .b g y1r2, y1r4 such that 0 F a y b - 1,
t t  .y aybyL tys.e h u s ds F C t y s ds c r .  .  . .H H 1 /a0 0X
  .. bsince h u s takes values in a bounded subset of X . Consequently, the
w xexpression above can be made smaller than rr3, for all t g 0, T , if T is
small enough.
m .On the other hand, arguing now in C V, R
t yA  tys.F u t s e f u s ds .  .  . .H1 V`
0 `
t yA  tys.5 5F e f u s ds F tc r .  . .H ` , ` ` 2
0
w xand again, this can be made smaller than rr3, for all t g 0, T , if T is
u , u r2 m .  w x .small enough. Finally, since F u g C V = 0, T , R , for every2
 .  . . w xu g 0, 1 and F u 0, x s 0, we get, for every x g V and t g 0, T ,2
u r2 u r2F u t , x F t F u F t C u sup g u t , y .  .  .  .  .  .u , ur22 2 G
t , y
F tu r2c r , u .3
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and again, this can be made smaller than rr3, uniformly in x g V and
w x  .t g 0, T , if T is small enough. Consequently, F V ; V, if T is small
enough.
Now, we prove that F is a contraction in V. For this, let u, ¨ g V. Then,
aF u t y F ¨ t .  .  .  . X
t  .y aybF C t y s h u s y h ¨ s ds .  .  . .  .H b
0
t  .y aybF C t y s ds c r sup u s y ¨ s . .  .  .  .H `4 /0 w x0, T
w xTherefore, for small enough T , we get for all t g 0, T
aF u t y F ¨ t F 1r4 sup u s y ¨ s . .  .  .  .  .  .X Y
w x0, T
 .  .  .  .  .On the other hand, note that F u y F ¨ s F u y F ¨ q F u y1 1 2
 .F ¨ and then2
t yA  tys.5 5F u t y F ¨ t F e f u s y f ¨ s ds .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H ` , ` `1 1 `
0
F tc r sup u s y ¨ s .  .  . `5
w x0, T
F 1r8 sup u s y ¨ s .  . Y
w x0, T
for small enough T. Finally, as before, for small enough T
u r2F u t y F ¨ t F t C u sup g u t , y y g ¨ t , y .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 2 G G`
t , y
u r2F t c r , u sup u s y ¨ s .  .  . `6
w x0, T
F 1r8 sup u s y ¨ s . .  . Y
w x0, T
5  .  .5 5 5Putting all these together, we get F u y F ¨ F 1r2 u y ¨ andV V
the result is proved.
Concerning regularity, we have
COROLLARY 3.1. With the abo¨e notations, for e¨ery u g Y, the solution0
¨erifies
w g gu g C 0, T , Y l C 0, T , X , u g C 0, T , X , for any g - 3r4 .  .. . t
 .  .and 3.3 and 3.4 hold also true, while the solution exists.
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w .Proof. Taking any b g y1r2, y1r4 such that 0 F a y b - 1, i.e.,
 . w x  . aany b g a y 1, y1r4 , as in 21, Lemma 3.3.2 , we prove t ¬ u t g X
  .. bis locally Holder. With this, we get t ¬ h u t g X is also locallyÈ
Holder, since, for small h,È
f u t q h , x y f u t , x .  . .  .
F c u t q h , x y u t , x , for all x g V , .  .1
g u t q h , x y g u t , x .  . .  .
F c u t q h , x y u t , x , for all x g G. .  .2
Integrating the first inequality in V we get
5 5 2 m 5 5 af u t q h y f u t F c u t q h y u t , .  .  .  . .  . L V , R . X1
while integrating the second one in G, we get
5 5 2 m 5 5 2 mg u t q h y g u t F c u t q h y u t .  .  .  . .  . L G , R . L G , R .2
5 5 aF c u t q h y u t . .  . X3
w x bNow, 21, Theorem 3.2.2 implies that u is a strong solution in X . But
w x  g .even more, 21, Theorem 3.5.2 implies u g C 0, T , X , for any g - b q 1.t
 .Since b is arbitrary in a y 1, y1r4 , we get the result.
4. EXISTENCE OF GLOBAL ATTRACTORS
 .In this section we prove that under the dissipativeness assumption 1.8 ,
 .  .1.9 , the system 1.1 has a global attractor. Note that from the diagonal
 .structure of 1.9 , it reduces to solving m scalar eigenvalue problems. From
w xthe results in 32, 33, 23 , we have that the first eigenvalue of this problem
is always real, where by first we mean that all others have greater real part,
see Section 6. Also, the first eigenvalue, m0, is given by the infimum of the1
first eigenvalues of each scalar eigenvalue problem.
4.1. The Fractional Power Spaces Case
 .In this section we first prove that solutions of 1.1 with initial data in
a m .Y s X l C V, R are globally defined and orbits of bounded subsets of
 .  .Y, under the semigroup determined by 1.1 , S t , are also bounded in Y.
Moreover, we will show the semigroup is compact.
Second, we will show that the semigroup is dissipative in Y and for this,
we will find ``contracting regions,'' similar to the contracting rectangles
w x w xconsidered in 4 . With these and the results in 16 , we will obtain the
existence of a compact attractor in Y.
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It is worth noting that the whole idea for proving boundedness and
dissipativeness is that estimates on the sup norm are transferred to
estimates in the Y norm, as shown below.
We first start with the following important remark.
LEMMA 4.1. With the assumptions of Section 3 and in particular with the
 .  .notations of Theorems 3.2, 3.5, and 3.6, let u t be a local solution of 1.1 in
a m . w .Y s X l C V, R defined in a maximal time inter¨ al 0, t .max
m5  .5 w .If u t F c , for all t g 0, t , for some c ) 0, then, t sC V , R . 1 max 1 max
5  .5 aq` and u t F c , for all t G 0 and some c .X 2 2
  . 4E¨en more, if a bounded set B ; Y is such that S t B, t G 0 is bounded
m .   . 4   . 4in C V, R , then S t B, t G 0 is bounded in Y and S t B, t G 1 is
compact in Y.
Proof. First note that by replacing A and f by A q aI and f y aI, we
 .can always assume that 2.7 holds with d ) 0. Then, using the variation of
 .constants formula, we obtain, for u s u 0 ,0
t  .y aybyd t yd  tys.5 5au t F M u e q M e t y s h u s ds, .  .  . .a H bX 0
0
for some b F 0. Therefore, for finite t F t , we havemax
t  .y aybyd t yd  tys.5 5au t F M u e q MK e t y s ds, 4.1 .  .  .a HX 0
0
m5   ..5 4 5  .5with K s sup h u t , which is finite since u t F c .b CV , R .t gw0, t . 1ma x
Therefore, since the norm in X a, and hence the norm in Y, remains
bounded in finite time, then the solutions must exist for t G 0. Moreover,
 .the right hand side of 4.1 remains uniformly bounded in time and the
result is proved.
 .Analogously, if u g B, then the right hand side of 4.1 remains0
  . 4uniformly bounded in time and u g B and consequently, S t B, t G 0 is0
bounded in Y. Even more, from the fact that L has compact resolvent,
  . 4S t B, t G 0 is bounded in Y, and the variation of constant formula, we
w x   . 4 aget as in 16, Theorem 4.2.2 that S t B, t G 1 is compact in X . On the
 .  .  .other hand, since, with the notations in Theorem 3.6, S t s S t q S t ,1 2
with
tyA t yA tys.S t u s e u y e f u s ds, .  . .H1 0 0 V
0
t yL  tys.S t u s y e g u s ds .  . .H2 0 G
0
m . wand A has compact resolvent in C V, R , again using 16, Theorem
mx   . 4  .4.2.2 , we get S t B, t G 1 is compact in C V, R . Finally, as in Theo-1
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u , u r2 mw x  .  w . .rem 3.6 and using 31, 1 , we have S ? u g C V = 0, ` , R , for2 0
 .every u g 0, 1 and
S ? u F C u , B .  .u , ur22 0
  .and the right hand side is uniform in t and u g B. In particular S t B,0 2
u m4  .t G 1 is in a bounded set of C V, R and therefore it is compact in
m .   . 4C V, R . Hence, S t B, t G 1 is compact in Y.
m .  .To obtain estimates in C V, R for the solution of 1.1 , in what
follows we will use comparison results and the notion of invariant regions.
 .We start by defining sub- and super-solutions for 1.1 .
2 N q m .DEFINITION 4.1. A C function u: V = 0, T ; R = R ª R is a
 .super-solution of 1.1 if, for 1 F i F m, it satisfies
N ­ uiiu y Div a =u q b x q lu . .  . i i i j it ­ x jjs1
qf u , . . . , u , u , u , . . . , u G 0, on V , .i 1 iy1 i iq1 m 4.2 .
­ ui q g u , . . . , u , u , u , . . . , u G 0, on G .i 1 iy1 i iq1 m­ n a
u 0 G u , .  .i 0 i
 .  .where u s u , . . . , u is the unique solution of 1.1 with initial value u .1 m 0
Similarly, we define a sub-solution u by replacing the G sign by the F
 .sign in 4.2 .
We then have
 .LEMMA 4.2. If u is the solution of 1.1 with initial ¨alue u and if u and0
 .u are super- and sub-solutions of 1.1 in the sense defined abo¨e, then
u t , x F u t , x F u t , x .  .  .i i i
for e¨ery 1 F i F m, while the solutions exist.
Ã . Proof. For each i s 1, . . . , m, let f t, x, ¨ s l¨ q f u , . . . , u , ¨ ,i i 1 iy1
.  .  .u , . . . , u and g t, x, ¨ s g u , . . . , u , ¨ , u , . . . , u . Therefore,Ãiq1 m i i 1 iy1 iq1 m
u and u are super- and sub-solutions ofi i
N ­ ¨
i Ã¨ y Div a =¨ q b x q f t , x , ¨ s 0, on V , .  .  .t i j i­ x jjs1
­ ¨
q g t , x , ¨ s 0, on G .Ãi­ n ai
¨ 0 s u . .  .0 i
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w xFrom the results in 30 , we get that there exists a solution of the problem
 .  .  .above, such that u t, x F ¨ t, x F u t, x . But the unique solution ofi i
this problem is ¨ s u and the result is proved.i
 .  .Assume now f , g satisfy 1.8 and 1.9 . Let m ) 0 and w be, respec-i i
tively, the first positive eigenvalue and normalized eigenfunction of each
 .  .component of 1.9 and m s min w x ) 0. For each u si x g V i
 .  q.mu , . . . , u g R , define1 m
S s u g Y : u x F u w x , for all x g V . 4.3 .  .  . 4u i i i
Below we prove that S is an invariant attracting region.u
0  .LEMMA 4.3. Let j be as in 1.8 . Then, with the notation abo¨e,
0 " . ym i tyt0 .let u m G j and for e¨ery t ) 0, denote ¨ t s "e u w , fori i i 0 i i i
" .  " ".0 F t F t , and ¨ t q ¨ , . . . , ¨ .0 1 m
< .  . < m i t0  .Then, for any initial data in Y, such that u x F e u w x , for all0 i i i
" .  .x g V, ¨ t are respecti¨ ely a sub- and super-solution of 1.1 for 0 F t F t ,0
and consequently
S t S m t ; S ym  ty t . ª S . 0 0e u e u u
 m t0 . m i t0as t ª t , where e u s e u . In particular, for e¨ery M ) u , define0 i i i i
Ã m i t0 .  .  .t s t M s sup 1rm log M ru ) 0, and M s e u G M , then for0 0 i i i i i i i
0 F t F t ,0
S t S ; S t S ; S ym  ty t . ª S .  . 0Ã ÃM M M e u u
 .as t ª t . In particular, S is a positi¨ ely in¨ariant region for 1.1 .0 u
q . ym i tyt0 . q .Proof. First take ¨ t s e u w . Then, for 0 F t F t , ¨ t, xi i i 0 i
ym i tyt0 . 0  .G e u m ) j and consequently, from 1.8i i i
q N q­ ¨ ­ ¨i iq i 0 q0 s y Div a =¨ q b x q c ¨ . . i i j i i­ t ­ x jjs1
q N q­ ¨ ­ ¨i iq i qF y Div a =¨ q b x q l¨ . . i i j i­ t ­ x jjs1
q f u , . . . , u , ¨q, u , . . . , u .i 1 iy1 i iq1 m
­ ¨q ­ ¨qi i0 q q0 s q d ¨ F q g u , . . . , u , ¨ , u , . . . , u . .i i i 1 iy1 i iq1 m­ n ­ na a
q . y .Thus, ¨ t is a super-solution. The same applies for ¨ t with all the
inequalities reversed. The rest is obvious.
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As a consequence, we have
 .COROLLARY 4.1. All solutions of 1.1 with initial data in Y exist for
 .t G 0, and the semigroup S t is well defined on Y for t G 0. Moreo¨er, for
  . 4   . 4e¨ery bounded set B ; Y, S t B, t G 0 is bounded in Y and S t B, t G 1 is
compact in Y. E¨en more, if S is as in Lemma 4.3, then S is an absorbingu u
 .set for S t .
Ã q m .Proof. Clearly, for any bounded set B ; Y, there exists u g R
Ã 0such that B ; S and we can assume that u m G j . Then, Lemma 4.3Ãu i i i
 .  .  .implies that S t B ; S t S ª S as t ª t s t B . Therefore, fromÃu u 0 0
Lemma 4.1 we get the result.
Note that S is not a bounded set in Y and therefore dissipativenessu
does not follow from the corollary. However, we have
 . aTHEOREM 4.1. The problem 1.1 has a global attractor A in Y s X l
 .C V . Furthermore,
A ; S 4.4 .u
for e¨ery u , such that u m G j 0, for i s 1, . . . , m.i i i
Proof. Since we already have that orbits of bounded subsets of Y under
 .  .S t are bounded in Y and that S t is a compact semigroup, it just
remains to prove point dissipativeness to prove the existence of a global
  . 4 w xattractor A for S t ; t G 0 in Y, see 16, Theorem 3.4.6 . In fact we show
 .below that S t is bounded dissipative.
For this, note that from the Corollary above, for any bounded set B ; Y
 .there exists t ) 0 such that S t B ; S , for all t G t . From the variation0 u 0
of constants formula, where as in Lemma 4.1 we can assume without loss
 .of generality that 2.7 holds with d ) 0, we have for any u g B and0
t G t ,0
yd  tyt .0S t u F Me L ta .  .0 0X
t  .y ayb1r2 yd  tys.< <q MP u V e t y s ds, 4.5 .  .  .H
t0
5  . 5  .  .where S s u F L t , for every s G t and u g B, and P u sY0 0 0 0
 < <1r2 <  . < < <1r2 <  . <4 U  m < < 4Usup V f s q G g s , with S s s g R , s F u M , withsg S i i
<  . <M s sup w x . Note that t and the right hand side above are indepen-i V i 0
dent of u g B, and then letting t ª ` we obtain0
`
1r2 yd s yayb .< <lim sup S t u F MP u V e s ds, 4.6a .  .  .H0 X
0tª`
 .  .and since the right hand side of 4.6 does not depend on u g B ; Y, S t0
is bounded dissipative in Y.
Finally, since S is absorbing, we get A ; S .u u
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w xWith this result, the next one follows from 16 and from the fact that
 .  .a constant equilibrium u for 1.1 may only happen if lu q f u s0 0 0
 .g u s 0.0
COROLLARY 4.2. The elliptic problem
N ­ u
yDiv a=u q B x q lu q f u s 0, on V .  .  . j ­ x jjs1
­ u
q g u s 0, on G , .
­ n a
has at least one solution which is non-tri¨ ial whene¨er lI q f and g ha¨e no
common zeros.
4.2. The Energy Space Case
4.2.1. Gradient Systems in the Critical Growth Case
 .  .Now we consider 1.1 without dispersion B s 0 , that is,j
¦u y Div a=u q lu q f u s 0, on V , .  .t ¥­ u 4.7 .q g u s 0, on G , . §­ n a
1 m.  .  .with initial values in H V, R , where f and g satisfy 1.2 ] 1.5 and the
 .  .dissipativeness assumptions 1.8 , 1.9 . Note that now the eigenvalue
 .problem 1.9 reduces to
yDiv a=¨ q c0 ¨ s m¨ , in V .
­ ¨
0q d ¨ s 0, on ­ V , 4.8 .
­ n a
and from the diagonal and self adjoint structure of this problem we have
that the first eigenvalue, m0, is given by the infimum of the first eigenval-1
ues of each scalar eigenvalue problem, i.e., the infimum of
< < 2 0 < < 2 0 < < 2H a =f q c H f q d H fV i i V i G
m s infi 21 < < . H ffgH V V
which are assumed to be positive for i s 1, . . . , m.
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Note that the dissipativeness assumption is met if
¡ f s q ls .i i
lim inf G 0< s < ª`i si~ 4.9 .
g s .i
lim inf G 0< s < ª`i¢ si
and for each i s 1, . . . , m one of the inequalities is strict.
Moreover, we assume that there are scalar potentials F: R m ª R and
m  .  .  .  . mG: R ª R such that =F s s f s and =G s s g s , for every s g R , a
condition that is always satisfied for m s 1.
1 m.Consider the energy functional V: H V, R ª R defined by
m1 l2 2< < < <V f s a =f q f q F f q G g f . 4.10 .  .  .  . . H H H Hi i2 2V V V Gis1
The next result ensures that V is well defined
m m m  .LEMMA 4.4. Assume f : R ª R and F: R ª R are such that =F s
 .s f s .
 .  .  . 1 m.i If f satisfies 1.2 or 1.3 then for e¨ery f g H V, R , one has
 . 1 m.F f g L V, R and
15 51F f F c r , if f F r .  . HL
 .for some continuous increasing function c r .
 .  .  . 1 m.ii If f satisfies 1.4 or 1.5 then for e¨ery f g H V, R , one has
 . 1 m.F f g L G, R and
15 51F f F c r , if f F r .  . HL
 .for some continuous increasing function c r .
 . 1  . mProof. Since f is a gradient, we have F s s H f rs s dr, for all s g R0
<  . < 1 <  . < < <and then F s F H f rs s dr.0
 . <  . < h < s < 2 < < <  . <If 1.2 holds true, then for every h ) 0, f s F c e s q f 0 andh
<  . <  . h < s < 2 <  . < < < < < h < s < 2 <  . <therefore F s F c r2h e q f 0 s . Since s F e we get F sh
 <  . <. h < s < 2F c r2h q f 0 e and we conclude using Lemma 3.1, as in Lemmah
 .3.2. If 1.4 holds true then as before and as in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we get
5  .5 1 5  .5 1, 1  .  . <  . <F f F c F f F c r . If 1.3 holds true, then f s FL G . W V .
 < < 3. <  . <  < < 4.c 1 q s and therefore F s F c 1 q s and again we get the result as
 .in Lemma 3.2. Finally, if 1.5 holds true, then proceeding as before, we get
<  . <  < < p.F s F c 1 q s for some p - 4 and, at the same time, if f g
1 m. 1r2 m. q m.H V, R , then the trace is in H G, R ; L G, R , for q F 4 and
we get the result.
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THEOREM 4.2. Under the abo¨e assumptions, we ha¨e
 .  .i V is a Liapuno¨ function for 4.7 .
 .  . 1 m.ii All solutions of 4.7 with initial data in H V, R are globally
defined.
 .  . 1 m.iii The problem 4.7 has a global attractor A in H V, R . Further-
 . u .more 4.7 is a gradient system and therefore, A s W E , where E is the set
 .of equilibria of 4.7 , i.e.,
E s f g H 1 V , R m : Lf q h f s 0 4 .  .
u .and W E denotes the unstable set of E. Moreo¨er, if each element of E is
hyperbolic, then E is finite and
A s W u f , .D
fgE
u .where W f denotes the unstable manifold of the equilibrium point f.
Proof. From the smoothing effect in Theorem 3.2, we have u gt
1 m.  .H V, R for t ) 0, and then taking f s u as a test function in 3.3 ,t
we get
d 25 5V u t s y u F 0 . . tdt
 .  .for any solution u t of 4.7 and therefore V decreases along solutions
 .of 4.7 .
Observe that from the dissipativeness assumption, we have
m 0 m 0l c di i2 2 2< < < < < <F s q s G s y c , G s G s y c .  . i 1 i 12 4 4is1 is1
for all s g R m and some constant c . Therefore,1
m m 0 m 01 c di i2 2 2< < < < < <V f G a =f q f q f y c .   H H Hi i i i 22 4 4V V Gis1 is1 is1
and then
m m1 12 2< < < <V f G a =f q m f y c . .  H Hi i i i 24 4V Vis1 is1
  ..This inequality implies that solutions are globally defined, since V u t F
 . 1 m.V u and then the H V, R norm of the solution remains bounded0
since m ) 0.i
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From Lemma 4.4 we get
V f F C r , .  .
5 5 1 m  . q qif f F r, where C ? : R ª R is a continuous increasing func-H V , R .
1 m.tion. Therefore, orbits of bounded sets are bounded in H V, R . Also,
 . w xfor each t ) 0, S t is compact, since A has compact resolvent 16 .
Since V decreases along trajectories, from La Salle's invariance princi-
 1 m.ple, the v-limit set of any trajectory lies inside the set f g H V, R ,
Ç 1 m4  .   .V s 0 , but this is the set of equilibria of 4.7 , i.e., E s f g H V, R :
 . 4 1 m.Lf q h f s 0 . Therefore, E attracts unitary sets in H V, R under
  . 4the semigroup S t , t G 0 . Next, we prove that E is bounded in
1 m.   . 4 w xH V, R and then the semigroup S t , t G 0 is point dissipative 16 .
 .  .Since the equilibrium points of 4.7 satisfy Lu q h u s 0, i.e.,
yDiv a=u q lu q f u s 0, on V .  .
­ u
q g u s 0, on G 4.11 .  .
­ n a
 .taking u as a test function in 4.11 , we get
m
2 2< < < <a =u q l u q f u ? u q g u ? u s 0. .  . H H H Hi i
V V V Gis1
 . < < 2 m  0 . < < 2From the dissipative condition we get f s ? s q l s G  c r2 sis1 i i
 . m  0 . < < 2 my c and g s ? s G  d r2 s y c for all s g R and some con-3 is1 i i 3
stant c . Therefore,3
m m 0 m 0c di i2 2 2< < < < < <a =u q u q u F c  H H Hi i i i 42 2V V Gis1 is1 is1
thus
m m
2 2< < < <a =u q m u F 2c H Hi i i i 4
V Vis1 is1
1 m.and then the set E of equilibria is bounded in H V, R . The rest
w xfollows from the results in 16 .
Our next goal is proving that the attractor constructed above is a
m .  .  .bounded set in C V, R and moreover that the estimates 4.3 , 4.4 , of
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the previous section still hold true. For this, we first prove the following
lemma
 .LEMMA 4.5. Assume N s 3 and g ¨erifies 1.5 , with r - 1. Then, if
s  m.u g H V, R with 3r2 ) s ) 1 ¨erifies
¡ 2 myDiv a=u q lu s F g L V , R .  .
~ ­ u
q g u s 0 on G , .¢­ n a
ss . m.  .  4then u g H V, R , where s s s min 2, As y B , with A s r q 2,
 . 5 5 ss . 5 5 2 5 5 s .B s 3r q 1 r2. Moreo¨er, u F C F , u . In particular u gH L H
 .C V .
Proof. Note that we can restrict ourselves to the case m s 1, since we
only use the smoothness and growth assumptions on g. Also, note that
2 . 2  .from elliptic regularity results, since F g L V we get u g H V , butloc
 .the regularity of g u on G determines the overall regularity of u on V.
 .Therefore, we prove that g u has a certain degree of regularity on G and
then use the elliptic regularity theory to get the result.
 . s  .Note that from 1.5 and the Sobolev inclusion for H V we get that
 . p .  . ..Dg u g L V for p F 6r 3 y 2s r q 1 . On the other hand, from
sy1 . q 3. the Sobolev inclusions for H V we get =u g L V, R for q F 6r 5
.  . r 3.y 2s . From this we get Dg u =u g L V, R for 1rr s 1rp q 1rq and
 . . .this leads to r F r s 6r 3 y 2s r q 2 q 2 .0
 . s  .  .Also, from 1.5 and the Sobolev inclusion for H V we get g u g
p .  . ..  . 1, r0 .L V for p F 6r 3 y 2s r q 2 . Therefore, we get g u g W V .
 . 1y1r r0 , r0 . s .Now, from the trace theorem, g u g W G ; H G for s sG
ss . .2 y 3rr . From elliptic regularity theory, we get u g H V with0
 .  4s s s min 2, 7r2 y 3rr and we get the result.0
s .  .  .Now, note that H V ; C V , if s ) 3r2. Hence, if j s s As y B,
 .with A s r q 2, B s 3r q 1 r2 is greater than 3r2 and the conclusion
s ns . .follows. If not, we repeat the previous argument to get u g H V for
 .n g N. But note that the function j s is monotonic and has a unique
 .  .fixed point at s s 3r q 1 r2 r q 1 - 1, since r - 1. Therefore, theref
n .exist n such that s s ) 3r2 for any 3r2 ) s ) 1 and the conclusion
follows.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let u t be a solution of 4.7 , with initial data in
1 m.H V, R . Then
mu g C 0, `, C V , R . . .
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 4 2 m.Moreo¨er, if N s 1, 2 or if N s 3 and u , t G « is bounded in L V, Rt
for « G 0, then
msup u t - ` 4 .  .C V , R
tG«
 . 1 m.is bounded abo¨e by a constant depending on the bound on u t in H V, R
2 m.and the bound on u in L V, R , if N s 3.t
 .Proof. Note that without loss of generality, we can assume that 2.7
 .holds true with d ) 0. From Theorem 4.2, u t is continuous and uni-
1 m.formly bounded in H V, R for t G 0. Hence, if N s 1, there is nothing
1 m m .  .to prove since H V, R ; C V, R . If N G 2, we get from Theorem
 bq1.3.2, u g C 0, `, X and moreover, from the variation of constants
formula, for any g - b q 1
ygy1r2. yd t
g 1r2u t F Mt e u 0 .  .X X
t  .y gybyd  tys.
bq Me t y s h u s ds .  . .H X
0
and the right hand side is uniformly bounded for t G « ) 0. But since
b ) y1r2, g can be chosen such that 3r4 ) g ) 1r2 and then we get
g m .the result if N s 2, since X ; C V, R .
Finally, if N s 3, as seen in Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.3, in the
argument above we can take b s yrr2 y 1r4 for 1r2 ) r ) rr2 and
g  . s  m.then we get the bound in X for g - 3 y r r4 and then in H V, R
 .  2 m..for 1 - s - 3 y r r2. Also, from Theorem 3.2, u g C 0, `, L V, Rt
and reading the equation as
¡yDiv a=u q lu s u y f u .  .t~ ­ u
q g u s 0 .¢­ n a
and working on finite time intervals, we get, from Lemma 4.5, u g
m  ..  4C 0, `, C V, R . On the other hand, if u , t G « is bounded int
2 m .L V, R for « G 0, again Lemma 4.5 gives the result.
We now prove the following abstract result
PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume A is a sectorial operator with compact resol-
¨ent and assume the problem
u q Au q h u s 0, .t
where h: X a ª X b is Lipschitz on bounded sets, with 0 F a y b - 1,
 . adefines a globally defined semigroup, S t , in X that has a global attractor A.
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Then A is a bounded subset of Xg for any g F b q 1 and moreo¨er, there
exist a constant c, only depending on the bound of A in X a, such that for any
 .solution u t lying on the attractor, one has for any g - b q 1
u t F c, for any t g R. 4.12g .  .t X
Proof. Note that A is a bounded subset of X a and is invariant, i.e.,
 .  .S t A s A for all t g R. Let u t , with t g R, be a solution lying on the
attractor. From the variation of constants formula, for any g - b q 1 we
5  . 5 g y gy a . y d t 5  . 5 a t y d  ty s . .y gy b .get u t F Mt e u 0 q H Me t y sX X 0
5   ..5 bh u s ds. Taking t s 1, the right hand side above is bounded by aX
 . gconstant independent of u and then S 1 A s A is a bounded set of X .
 .Note that if 4.12 is proved, then we can get the bound on the attractor
 .for the case g s b q 1, since we have Au s yu y h u and the rightt
hand side is bounded in X b.
 . wThe proof of 4.12 is based on the proof of 21, Theorem 3.5.2, Lemma
x  .3.5.1 and the invariance of the attractor. Take u t , with t g R, a solution
w x w xlying on the attractor and consider the interval t , t s t y 1, t for0 1
w x gt g R. Proceeding as in 21, Theorem 3.5.2 , using the bound on X ,
a - g - b q 1, and that the non-linearity is Lipschitz on bounded sets,
 .   .. bwe get that j s s h u s is bounded in X and satisfies, for t - s -0
s q h F t ,1
y1qgya
bj s q h y j s F hc s y t .  .  .X 1 0
s  .y ayb
bq c s y r j r q h y j r dr .  .  .H X2
t0
w x 5  .and from here using Gronwall's lemma as in 21, p. 6 , one gets j s q h
 .5 b  .y1qgya  .y j s F c h s y t s hK s where c , c , c are independentX 3 0 1 2 3
t1  .of u and t. Note that H K s ds is bounded by an absolute constant, andt0w x w xthen, 21, Lemma 3.5.1 gives that on t , t , for any h - b q 10 1
s .  .y hyb y hybu s F c s y t q c s y r K r dr . .  .  .  .Hht 4 0 5
t0
Taking s s t s t and changing variables r s t q z, and using t y t s 11 0 1 0
5  .5one gets u t F c , for some absolute constant c , for all t and u onht 6 6
the attractor.
Therefore, we get
 . 1 m.THEOREM 4.3. The attractor of 4.7 in H V, R is a bounded set in
m .C V, R . Furthermore, for any u g A one has
u x F u w x , for all x g V , i s 1, . . . , m .  .i i i
 .  .  .with u , w x as in 4.3 and 4.4 .
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m .Proof. We first prove that the attractor is bounded in C V, R . For
1 m.this, note that the attractor, A, is bounded in H V, R and satisfies
 . 1 m.S t A s A for every t g R. Therefore, if N s 1 again H V, R ;
m .C V, R gives the result. If N s 2, and choosing g ) 1r2 in Proposition
4.2, we get the result.
 .On the other hand, if N s 3, for any solution u t , t g R lying on the
 . 2 m.attractor of 4.7 one has that u is uniformly bounded in L V, R fort
t g R and then Proposition 4.1 and the fact that A is bounded in
1 m.H V, R and invariant concludes. Now, from Corollary 4.1, S is anu
1r2 m .absorbing set in Y s X l C V, R and, again the invariance of A
gives the result.
4.2.2. Non-gradient Systems in the Non-critical Growth Case
As can be seen from the proofs in the previous subsections we are
w xessentially using 16, Theorems 3.4.6, 4.2.2 that amount to proving, in
suitable spaces, that orbits of bounded sets are bounded and point dissipa-
 . 1 m.tiveness. However, proving these properties for 1.1 in H V, R when
the system has not a gradient structure, turns out to be a difficult exercise,
specially if one does not want to impose very restrictive structure condi-
tions on the non-linearities. In general, the required a priori estimates
when m ) 1 are very involved, except for the case of the previous
subsection.
Therefore to skip this technical difficulty, we adopt an indirect argument
based again on the variation of constants formula and on the idea of
w xdissipation in two spaces 16 . The method relies on the following abstract
result.
Assume A is a sectorial operator with compact resolvent and consider
the problem
u q Au q h u s 0 4.13 .  .t
and assume that the map h is such that
h: X a0 ª X b
is Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of X a0 with 0 - a y b - 1.0
Therefore, if a ) a still satisfies 0 F a y b - 1, then h: X a ª X b is0
also Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of X a and from Theorem
3.1, there exists locally defined solutions of the equation above, with initial
data in X a0 and in X a.
Then the following result holds:
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that solutions with initial data in X a0 are globally
  .4 a0defined and let S t denote the associated semigroup in X . Moreo¨er,a0
  .4assume that S t is point dissipati¨ e.a0
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  .4 aThen the semigroup S t in X is globally defined and bounded dissipa-a
  .4 ati¨ e. Furthermore, there is a global attractor for S t in X .a
Proof. First, note again that without loss of generality, we can assume
 .   .4that 2.7 holds for d ) 0. We now prove that the semigroup S t isa
globally defined. If u g X a ¨ X a0 then, from the point dissipativeness,0
  . 4 a0    . .4S t u , t G 0 is a bounded subset of X and therefore h S t u isa 0 a 00 0
a bounded subset of X b. Thus, omitting subscripts a , a wherever they0
are inessential, we have
yd t
a5 5S t u F Me ua . X0 0X
t  .y aybyd  tys.q Me t y s h S s u dsb .  . .H 0 X
0
which proves that the semigroup is globally defined on X a since the right
hand side is bounded for t G 0.
 . 5   . .5 bSince N u [ sup h S t u is not necessarily a bounded func-X0 t G 0 0
  .4tion of u we may not yet conclude that the semigroup S t is locally0 a
a   .bounded; that is, for any bounded set B ; X and T ) 0 the set S t u :a 0
4 a0 F t F T , u g B is a bounded subset of X . In order to show this we0
use the following argument.
Let B be a bounded subset of X a. Note that B viewed as a subset of
a0  .  .X is a precompact set and from the fact that t, u ª S t u from0 a 00q a 0 a0   . 4R = X to X is continuous it follows that S t u : 0 F t F T , u g B0 0
is a bounded subset of X a0. Using the variation of constants formula as
before, gives that the right hand side is uniformly bounded on 0 F t F T
  .4for u g B and then we conclude that S t is locally bounded and0 a
therefore compact.
To see that it is point dissipative we proceed as follows. Let B ; X a00
a0   . 4be such that B attracts points of X under the semigroup S t , t G 0 .0 a 0
a  .   . .aThus, for any u g X there is a t s t u such that dist S t u , B00 0 0 0 X a 0 00
- 1 for t G t . Thus, for t G t , we have0 0
tyA  tyt . yA tys.0S t u s e S t u q e h S s u ds .  .  . .H0 0 0 0
t0
and then
a ya0 yd  tyt .0S t u F M t y t e S t ua a .  .  . 00 0 0 0X X
t  .y aybyd  tys.q Me t y s h S s u ds.b .  . .H 0 X
t0
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5   . .5 b 5  .5 bBut since h S s u F sup h ¨ for all s G t , we getX X0 dist ¨ , B .-1 0aX 0 0
`
yd s yayb .
blim sup S t u G sup h ¨ Me s dsa .  . HX0 X
0tª`  .adist ¨ , B -10X 0
w xand point dissipativeness follows. The rest follows from the results in 16 .
With this, we get
 .  .  .  .  .THEOREM 4.5. Assume 3.7 , 3.8 and 1.8 , 1.9 , 1.1 define a global
1 m.semigroup in H V, R , which has a global compact attractor. Moreo¨er,
m .the attractor is a bounded set in C V, R and for any u g A one has
u x F u w x , for all x g V , i s 1, . . . , m .  .i i i
 .  .  .with u , w x as in 4.3 and 4.4 .
Proof. From Theorem 3.4 we can take a s sr2, b s yrr2 y 1r4,0
with r, s as in Lemma 3.7, and a s 1r2.
Next, we prove the semigroup is globally defined and point dissipative.
 . a0 w .Let u t be a solution in X defined on a maximal interval 0, t .max
m .  .Arguing as in Proposition 4.1, we get that for N s 1, 2, u t g C V, R
for any 0 - t - t . For n s 3 and again as in Proposition 4.1, we get thatmax
 . g   . ..  . s  m.u t g X for g - 5 y 3 y 2 s r q 2 r4 and hence u t g H V, R
  . ..  .for s - 5 y 3 y 2 s r q 2 r2. Using now Lemma 4.5, we get u t g
m .C V, R for any 0 - t - t . To see this, just note that we can choose smax
 .such that the fixed point of the function j s s As y B, with A s r q 2,
 .  .  .B s 3r q 1 r2, i.e., s s 3r q 1 r2 r q 1 , verifies s - s , since s )f f
 . .  ..  .  .3r2 r q 1 r r q 2 ) 3r q 1 r2 r q 1 .
 .  .Then if t g 0, t , we have that u t g S for some u ) 0, where S0 max 0 u u
 .is as in 4.3 . Thus, from Lemma 4.3 we get tha the sup norm of the
solution remains bounded on t F t - t and then from Lemma 4.1 the0 max
solution exists for all t G 0 and the X a0 norm also remains bounded for
all t G 0. Furthermore, as in Corollary 4.1, we get that the semigroup is
point dissipative. Consequently, Theorem 4.4 gives the existence of the
1 m .attractor in H V, R . The rest follows as in Theorem 4.3.
5. ALTERNATIVE DISSIPATIVENESS CONDITIONS
 .In this section we give alternative dissipativeness conditions to 1.8 , and
under these new conditions, we prove the existence of a global attractor
 .  .for 1.1 and give C V -diffusion independent estimates for the functions
in the attractor. For this we will construct suitable ``contracting regions,''
similar to the regions S of the previous section.u
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5.1. Contracting Rectangles
We will assume that f and g now verify
ls q f s g s .  .i i i 0< <) 0, and ) 0, for all s ) j 5.1 .i is si i
for every 1 F i F m. In other words, at the boundary of rectangles with
0 m 0 0 0 0 0w xfaces parallel to S [  S , with S \ yj , j , and containing S ,is1 i i i i
 .  .the vector fields ls q f s and g s point outwards.
 . 0 0Note that this assumption is like 1.8 , with c , d s 0, but then thei i
 .assumption on the eigenvalue problem 1.9 is not satisfied, since m s 0 is
an eigenvalue.
w xWe now introduce the notion of invariant regions as in 10, 37 .
DEFINITION 5.1. A set S ; R m is called a positively invariant region
 .  .  .for the local solution of 1.1 if any solution S t u satisfying u x g S,0 0
  . . .for every x g V is such that S t u x g S, for every x g V and for all t0
in the maximal interval of existence of the solution.
Our next result characterizes some of the invariant regions of the
 .  w x .problem 1.1 see also 4 for the case g s 0 .
  ..THEOREM 5.1. Let j , j ) 0, 1 F j F m, be such that ls q f s rs )j j j j j
m . w x0 and g s rs ) 0 for all s g R with s f yj , j \ S . Then, thej j j j j j
m  .rectangle S s  S is an in¨ariant region for the local solution of 1.1 .js1 j
 .   .  ..  .Proof. If there is a solution ¨ x, t s ¨ x, t ,???, ¨ x, t of 1.1 such1 m
U .  xthat ¨ x, 0 g S for all x g V, that does not stay in S s y`, j =1 1
my 1 w .R for all t g 0, t , then there is a t and x g V such thatmax 0 0
¨ x , t - j , for every 0 F t - t , x g V , and ¨ x , t s j . .  .1 1 0 1 0 0 1
 .  . UTherefore, if we prove that at such a point ¨ x , t - 0, then S is1 t 0 0 1
invariant.
Observe that x f G since in this case it would be a maximum point for0
 .  .¨ ?, t with negative normal derivative, since g ¨ ) 0 and this leads to a1 0 1
 .contradiction. Hence, x g V and in particular, at x , t , = ¨ s 0,0 0 0 x 1
 .D ¨ F 0, and then Div a =¨ s a D¨ q =a =¨ F 0.x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .Thus, at x , t ,0 0
N ­ ¨ 11¨ s Div a =¨ y b y l¨ y f ¨ F yl¨ y f ¨ - 0. .  .  .  .1 1 1 j 1 1 1 1t ­ x jjs1
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 x my 1Thus, y`, j = R is an invariant region. In the same way we1
my 1w .obtain that yj , ` = R is also an invariant region. Repeating the1
argument for ¨ , i s 2, . . . , m, and from the fact that the intersection ofi
invariant regions is still invariant, the proof is completed.
Let f : R m ª R m and g : R m ª R m be C1 and C 2 functions, respec-
 . 0 m 0 mtively, satisfying 5.1 . We take the rectangle S s  S ; R andis1 i
0 m w 0 0 x 0 0  0 4define S s  yj y t , j q t , t G 0, then S s S and S , t G 0t is1 i i 0 t
covers R m. To simplify the notation, when dealing with these rectangles,
we denote l [ yj 0 y t - 0 and r [ j 0 q t ) 0.i i i i
 .From 5.1 , Theorem 5.1, and Lemma 4.1, we get, analogously to
Corollary 4.1,
 .COROLLARY 5.1. With the abo¨e assumptions, all solutions of 1.1 exist
 .for t G 0, and the semigroup S t is well defined for t G 0. Moreo¨er, for
  . 4   . 4e¨ery bounded set B ; Y, S t B, t G 0 is bounded in Y and S t B, t G 1 is
compact in Y.
We will show now that the set of functions in Y, with values in S0 is
 .attracting, which, in turn, will show the dissipativeness of S t . For this, we
will construct a suitable Liapunov functional, described below.
Let p 0 : R m ª Rq be defined byS
p 0 s s inf t G 0: s g S0 5.2 .  . 4S t
and define F 0 : Y ª Rq byS
0 0F w s sup p w x : x g V . 5.3 .  .  . . 4S S
 .0 0It is easy to check that F is continuous on Y and F w s 0 if and onlyS S
0 .if w x g S for all x g V.
0  .THEOREM 5.2. Let f , g, and S , t ) 0, be as before. Suppose that u t ist
 .   ..0a solution of 1.1 . Then, for any T ) 0 for which F u ?, T s t ) 0,S
there exists h ) 0 such that
F 0 u ?, T q h y F 0 u ?, T .  . .  .S S
lim sup F yh . 5.4 .
hhª0
  .. 0 m w x0Proof. If F u ?, T s t ) 0 and S s  l , r , we have that l FS t is1 i i i
 .u x, T F r , for all x g V and all 1 F i F m. If x g V is such thati i
0 0 .  .u x, T g ­ S , then u x, T is in one of the faces of S , say the right-handt t
0 r 0 .  .jth face ­ S of S , that is, u x, T s r for some j. Therefore, for anyt j t j j
 .of these j's, there exists h s h t ) 0 such that
ylu x , T y f u x , T - yh . .  . .j j
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Note that x cannot be on G since in this case x would be a maximum
 .point for u ?, T and the normal derivative at this point would be negative,j
  ..  .  .since g u x, T ) 0. Thus, at x, T , =u s 0, Du F 0 and Div a =u sj j j j j
a Du q =a =u F 0 and thenj j j j
N­ u ­ uj jjs Div a =u y b y lu y f u - yh , . . j j k j j­ t ­ xkks1
 .so that u x, T q h - r y hh for small h. Also, by continuity, for thej j
 .remaining set of indexes, we also have u x, T q h - r y hh for small h.i i
 .By reversing the argument we also have u x, T q h ) l q hh for small hi i
and for all i s 1, . . . , m.
By continuity, this holds for all x in a neighborhood of x. If K sT
0  . 4x g V, u x, T g ­ S , then K is compact, and by what we have justt T
shown, there is an open set V > U > K such that if x g U, and h isT
 . 0small, u x, T q h g S .tyh h.
0 .If x g V _ U, then u x, T is interior to S , so there is a compact set Qt
0  .contained in the interior of S , and an h ) 0 such that u x, T q h g Qt 0
< <if h - h for all x g V _ U.0
0 .Thus, for sufficiently small h, u x, T q h is in S for all x g V,tyh h.
and so
F 0 u ?, T q h F t y hh. . .S
Therefore,
F 0 u ?, T q h y F 0 u ?, T .  . .  .S S F yh ,
h
and the result is proved.
As an immediate consequence, we have
COROLLARY 5.2. The map F 0 : Y ª Rq is a Liapuno¨ functional forS
 .1.1 and
Ç 0 0f g Y : F f s 0 ; f g Y : F f s 0 4 .  . 4S S
0s f g Y : f x g S , ; x g V s M . . 4 `
Proof. The proof is obvious, since from the theorem, if F 0 ) 0, then itS
decreases strictly.
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Note that M is not bounded in Y and therefore point dissipativeness`
does not follow from the corollary. However, as in Theorem 4.1, we have
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that f , g : R m ª R m are C1 and C 2, respecti¨ ely,
 .  .and satisfy 5.1 . Then, the problem 1.1 has a global attractor A in Y.
Furthermore,
0u x g S , for all x g V , and u g A. 5.5 .  .
Proof. It follows from La Salle's invariance principle and the previous
 .corollary that for any u g Y, the v-limit set v u is contained in M .0 0 `
 .  . 0Thus, given t ) 0 there exists t ) 0 such that S t u x g S , for allt 0 t
t G t and x g V. As in Theorem 4.1, we obtaint
t  .y ayb1r2yd  tyt . yd  tys.t < <S t u F Me L t qMP t V e t y s ds,a .  .  .  .H0 X
tt
5.6 .
5  . 5  .  .  < <1r2 <  . <0where S s u F L t , ;s G t and P t s sup V f s qY0 t sg St
< <1r2 <  . <4G g s . Letting first t ª ` and then t ª 0, we obtain
`
1r2 yd s yayb .< <lim sup S t u F MP 0 V e s ds, 5.7a .  .  .H0 X
0tª`
 . w xand S t is point dissipative in Y. Again 16, Theorem 3.4.6 gives the
existence of the attractor in Y.
Now, if u g A, there is a complete precompact orbit through u and
5  . 5sup S t u - `, which impliesYt g R
sup F 0 S t u - `. . .S
tgR
  . .0But, F S yt u is increasing for t G 0 and is bounded above, thus theS
  . .  .  .0 0limit l s lim F S t u exists. If z g a u , then F z s l , so alsot ªy` S S
Ç  . .  .  .0 0F S t z s l , t g R, and so F z s 0. Thus a y ; M and fromS S `
 .Theorem 6.4 it attracts S t u. But then for any t ) 0, and for sufficiently
0 .  .negative t , S t u x g S , for all x g V, and from Theorem 5.1,t t t
0 .  .  .S t u x g S , for all x g V, for t G t . In particular, with t s 0, u x gt t
0S , for all x g V. Since t ) 0 is arbitrary, we get the result.t
5.2. Contracting Piecewise Smooth Con¨ex Regions
 .Now we construct different, smooth, contracting regions for 1.1 . For
w xthis, we define, as in 37
DEFINITION 5.2. A smooth function V: R m ª R is said to be non-de-
generate eventually convex if there exists t and without loss of generality0
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. mwe can always assume that t s 0 such that for every s g R , with0
 .  . 2  . . mV s ) t , = V s / 0 and d V s h, h G 0 for every h g R .0 s
Let V: R m ª R be a non-degenerate eventually convex function such
 m  . 4that V s s g R : V s F t , t G 0 are bounded sets and verifyt
ls q f s ? n s ) 0, and g s ? n s ) 0 5.8 .  .  .  .  . .
 m  . 4  .for every s g ­ V s s g R : V s s t and t ) 0, where n s is thet
 4outward normal to ­ V at s. Note that V , t G 0 is an increasing familyt t
m  .of sets that covers R and = V s is an outward normal vector to ­ V .s t
First we prove the following theorem
THEOREM 5.4. The con¨ex set V , t ) 0, is an in¨ariant region for thet
 .local solution of 1.1 .
 .   .  ..  .Proof. If there is a solution ¨ x, t s ¨ x, t ,???, ¨ x, t of 1.1 with1 m
 .initial data ¨ x, 0 g V for all x g V, that does not stay in V for allt t
w .t g 0, t , then there is a t and x g V such thatmax 0 0
V ¨ x , t - t , 0 F t - t , x g V , and V ¨ x , t s t . .  . .  .0 0 0
 .   ..Therefore, if we prove that at such a point, drdt V ¨ x , t - 0, then0 0
V is invariant.t
Observe that x f G since in this case, if n denotes the unit outward0
normal to ­ V at x0
0 F = V ¨ x , t ? n s = V ¨ x , t ? D ¨ x , t ? n .  .  . .  .x 0 0 s 0 0 x 0 0
s y= V ¨ x , t g ¨ x , t - 0, .  . .  .s 0 0 0 0
 .where for the last inequality we used that = V s is an outward normal tos
 .   ..­ V and 5.8 . But then x g V is a point of maximum for V ¨ ?, t , andt 0 0
 .  .  .  .then, at x , t , = V ¨ s = V u ? D ¨ s 0 and D V ¨ F 0, but since V is0 0 x s x x
convex outside V we have0
0 G D V ¨ s d2V ¨ =¨ , =¨ q =V ¨ ? D¨ G =V ¨ ? D¨ , .  .  .  .  .x s s
 .  .  .which, in turn, implies = V ¨ ? Div a=¨ F 0. Thus, at x , ts 0 0
Nd ­ ¨ ­ ¨
V ¨ s = V ¨ s = V ¨ Div a=¨ y B = V ¨ ? .  .  .  .  .s s j sdt ­ t ­ x jjs1
y = V ¨ l¨ q f ¨ .  . .s
F y= V ¨ l¨ q f ¨ - 0, .  . .s
 .where for the last inequality we used again 5.8 . Therefore, V is invariantt
and the proof is completed.
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As in previous sections, we obtain
 .COROLLARY 5.3. With the abo¨e assumptions, all solutions of 1.1 exist
 .for t G 0, and the semigroup S t is well defined for t G 0. Moreo¨er, for
  . 4   . 4e¨ery bounded set B ; Y, S t B, t G 0 is bounded in Y and S t B, t G 1
is compact in Y.
  .We now show that, under the above conditions, the semigroup S t ,
4t G 0 is point dissipative. For this, as in the previous section, we will
construct a suitable Liapunov function.
Let f : R m ª R m and g : R m ª R m be C1 and C 2 functions, respec-
 . qtively, satisfying 5.8 and let F : Y ª R be defined byV0
F w s sup V w x : x g V . 5.9 .  .  . . 4V0
 .It is easy to check that F is continuous on Y and F w s 0 if and onlyV V0 0
 .if w x g V for all x g V. Then, we prove0
 .THEOREM 5.5. Let f , g, and V , t ) 0, be as before. Suppose that u t ist
 .   ..a solution of 1.1 . Then, for any T ) 0 for which F u ?, T s t ) 0, thereV0
exists h ) 0 such that
F u ?, T q h y F u ?, T .  . .  .V V0 0lim sup F yh . 5.10 .
hhª0
  ..  .Proof. If F u ?, T s t ) 0 and if x g V is such that u x, T g ­ V ,V t0
 .  .then from 5.8 , there exists h s h t ) 0 such that
y lu x , T q f u x , T ? = V u x , T - yh . .  .  . .  . . s
Again, x cannot be on G since in this case, x is a maximum point for
  ..V u ?, T and if n is the unit outward normal to ­ V at x, as before,
0 F = V ¨ x , T ? n s y= V ¨ x , T ? g ¨ x , T - 0 .  .  . .  .  .x s
  ..which is a contradiction. Thus, x g V and = V u x, T s 0 andx
  ..  .  .  .D V u x, T F 0. Consequently, = V u ? Div a=u F 0 at x, T and, asx s
before,
N­ V u ­ u .
s = V u ? Div a=u y B = V u ? .  .  .s k s­ t ­ xkks1
y= V u ? lu y f u - yh , .  . .s
  ..so that V u x, T q h - t y hh for small h. By continuity, this holds for
  . 4all x in a neighborhood of x. If K s x: u x, T g ­ V , then K isT t T
compact, and by what we have just shown, there is an open set V > U > KT
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 .such that if x g U, and h is small, u x, T q h g V . If x g V _ U,tyh h.
 .then u x, T is interior to V , so there exists a compact set Q contained int
 . < <the interior of V , and h ) 0 such that u x, T q h g Q if h - h for allt 0 0
x g V _ U.
 .Thus, for sufficiently small h, u x, T q h is in V for all x g V,tyh h.
and so
F u ?, T q h F t y hh. . .V0
Therefore,
F u ?, T q h y F u ?, T .  . .  .V V0 0 F yh
h
and the result is proved.
As an immediate consequence, we have
COROLLARY 5.4. The map F : Y ª Rq is a Liapuno¨ functional forV0
 .1.1 and
Çf g Y : F f s 0 ; f g Y : F f s 0 .  . 4 5V V0 0
s f g Y : f x g V , ; x g V s V . . 40 `
Note that V is not bounded in Y and therefore point dissipativeness`
does not follow from the corollary. However, as before, we have
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose that f , g : R m ª R m are C1 and C 2, respecti¨ ely,
 .  . aand satisfy 5.8 . Then, the problem 1.1 has a global attractor A in X .
Furthermore,
u x g V , for all x g V , and u g A. 5.11 .  .0
The proof is in the previous section, with V , V , and V replacing S0,0 t `
S0, and M , respectively.t `
6. APPENDIX
6.1. The First Eigen¨alue of Differential Operators
We now collect some results on the spectrum of differential operators
w xwhich are not necessarily self adjoint, see 32, 33, 23 . Let V be a bounded
domain in R N, and consider the elliptic operator Lc, defined by
N 2 N­ u ­ u
c i jw xL u s y a x q b x q cu 6.1 .  .  .  i­ x ­ x ­ xi j ii , js1 is1
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together with the boundary operator
N ­ u
d iw xB u ' e x q du, on G s ­ V , 6.2 .  .
­ xiis1
i j  1 N .where a is symmetric and positively definite, e s e , . . . , e is a vector
that points outwards to G s ­ V, and all coefficients are real and bounded
in V.
 c d.For studying the spectrum of L , B we are lead to the eigenvalue
problem
c w xL u s mu , on V
P . c , d d w xB u s 0, on G.
2 1w x  .  .THEOREM 6.1 32, 33 . Suppose that there exists w g C V l C V ,
dw xw ) 0 in V, such that B w G 0 on G. Then the continuous and discrete
 c d.spectrums of L , B are contained in the half-plane
c w xL w
Re m G inf . 6.3 .  . /w
 c d.If L , B does not have the residual spectrum, then the following
theorem holds.
w xTHEOREM 6.2 32, 33 . Suppose that there exists a function w satisfying the
 c d.conditions of the preceding theorem. Then, if the spectrum of L , B is
non-empty, there exists a real number in the spectrum m , such that the whole1
spectrum is contained in the half-plane
c w xL w
Re m G m G inf . 6.4 .  .1  /w
w x  c d.THEOREM 6.3 23 . If V and all the coefficients of L , B are smooth
enough, for m sufficiently small, the resol¨ ent R is completely continuous inm
the sup norm, and all the conditions of the preceding theorem are satisfied.
Therefore the spectrum is discrete, and thus m is an eigen¨alue. Moreo¨er,1
there exists a positi¨ e eigenfunction f , associated to m .1 1
 .Let us suppose that all the coefficients of P are smooth enough.c, d
 .According to the results above, we define m c, d s m , which is an1
eigenvalue associated to a positive eigenfunction. We will say then that
 .  c d.m c, d is the first eigenvalue of L , B .
 .We will show below some properties of the function m c, d .
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Ä .  .LEMMA 6.1. If there exists an eigenpair m, f of P , such thatÄ c, d
Ä  .f G 0, then m s m c, d .Ä
Ä  .Proof. Taking w s f in the theorem above, we have Re m G
c Ä Ä Ä Ä w x .  .inf L f rf s inf mfrf s m.Ä Ä
LEMMA 6.2. With the abo¨e notations, we ha¨e
 .  .  .  .i For e¨ery c, d g R, m c, d s m 0, d q c, and m 0, 0 s 0.
 .  .  .ii Gi¨ en d ) d , then m 0, d ) m 0, d .1 2 1 2
 .Proof. i The first claim is obvious. If c, d s 0 then we take w s 1
 .which is clearly a positive eigenfunction for the eigenvalue m s 0 in P 0, 0
and the result follows.
 .  .ii Let f be a positive eigenfunction associated with m 0, d . We2 2
 . d1w x  .take w s f , in P , and note that B w s d y d w G 0. Hence,2 0, d 1 21
 .  0w x .  .  .m 0, d G inf yL w rw s m 0, d . But m 0, d is an analytic function1 2
of d, thus we get the result.
For the particular operator in former sections of this paper, we have
c cw x   . .LEMMA 6.3. If L is of the form L u s yDiv a x =u q cu and
dw xB u s ­ ur­ n q du, we ha¨ea
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2H a =f q cH f q dH fV V G
m c, d s inf . 21 < < . H ffgH V V
and
m 0, d F mU , lim m 0, d s mU , .  .
dª`
where mU is the first eigen¨alue of L0 subjected to Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions.
w xProof. The first part is rather well known 11 . Also, note that
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2H a =f q dH f H a =fV G V Um 0, d s inf F inf s m . . 2 21 1< < < < .  .H f H ffgH V fgH V0V V
 .Since m 0, d is increasing and bounded, then the limit exists and
 . U 1 .lim m 0, d F m . Let d converging to ` and f g H V , such thatdª` n n
5 5 2 .  . < < 2 < < 2 Uf s 1, norm in L V , and m 0, d s H a =f q d H f F m .n n V n n G n
 4 1 .Thus f is bounded in H V and taking sub-sequences, if necessary, wen
1 . 2 .  .can assume f ª f, weakly in H V , strongly in L V , and g f ªn n
 . 2 . 5 5  .g f weakly in L G . Therefore, f s 1 and since m 0, d is boundedn
< < 2 1 .we get H f ª 0. Hence, f g H V . From lower semi-continuity,G n 0
< < 2 < < 2  . < < 2 UH a =f F lim inf H a =f and then lim m 0, d G H a =f G m .V n V n nª` n V
Since the argument is independent of the sequence we take, we get the
result.
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 .  .Note that, in terms of hypotheses 1.8 and 1.9 , these results imply that
0 m 0 m  .for a given d g R as before, if c g R is component-wise large
enough, the hypothesis is met, since one is pushing the spectrum of the
operator to the right in the complex plane. However, the converse is not
true. In fact if c0 g R m is given and some component is very negative, no
0 m  .matter how big d g R is taken, the first eigenvalue of 1.9 can not be
made positive. This means that one can compensate possible wrong signs
in the flux terms with a suitable reaction term, but the converse is only
true if the reaction term is not too big.
6.2. La Salle's In¨ariance Principle
In this subsection we state classical results in invariance theory that have
wbeen used in previous sections. The reader is referred to 21, Chap. 4, Sect.
x4.3 16 for a more complete presentation.
 .THEOREM 6.4. Assume S t is a semigroup in a complete metric space Y
  . 4and suppose that u g Y is such that S t u , t G 0 lies in a compact set0 0
 .in Y. Then, the v-limit set v u is nonempty, compact, in¨ariant, connected,0
  .  ..and dist S t u , v u ª 0 as t ª q`.0 0
  . 4Similarly, if there is a negati¨ e orbit through u and S t u , t F 0 lies in a0 0
 .compact set in Y then the a-limit set, a u , is nonempty, compact, in¨ariant,0
  .  ..connected, and dist S t u , a u ª 0 as t ª y`.0 0
Next, we recall the definition of a Liapunov function.
 .DEFINITION 6.1. With the above notations, a Liapunov function for S t
is a continuous real valued function V: Y ª R such that
V S t f y V f .  . .ÇV f s lim sup F 0 .
q ttª0
for all f g Y.
Then, we have
 .THEOREM 6.5. Let V be a Liapuno¨ function for S t on Y and define
Ç  . 4E s f g Y: V f s 0 and M as the maximal in¨ariant subset of E. If
  . 4  .S t u , t G 0 lies in a compact set in Y, then S t u ª M as t ª q`.0 0
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